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Chapter 1

Introduction

The rapid progress of computer networks and in particular the Internet poses new chal-

lenges for research and development in this field. The numberof Internet users is esti-

mated in September 2007 around 1200 million people and has increased since the turn

of the millennium by around 244% [IWS]. With optical components in the core and in-

creased availability of fast digital subscriber lines as access technology also the available

bandwidth in the networks have multiplied over the last years. Further on, with the con-

vergence of the networks to a single IP-based network, whichcarries voice, data and

multimedia traffic and offers access to fixed as well as wireless terminals, protocols have

to adapt to changing requirements.

The steady change of the technology and of the use of the Internet gives rise to con-

tinuously revising and refining existing concepts. In orderto cope with this challenge

sophisticated models of the networks and their functions are necessary. A mathematical

framework for rate control at the transport layer proved to be effective not only for a

deeper understanding of the Transmission Control Protocol(TCP) and the development

of improved TCP versions but also in general for the optimisation of the resource allo-

cation in communication networks. The basic idea is to modelthe resource allocation

as global optimisation problem and to decompose the probleminto sub-problems. These

sub-problems are solved with exchange of minimal control information on different net-

work entities and different network layers. The approach isbased on economic models.

Therefore, it is denoted as resource or congestion pricing.This thesis extends the resource

pricing approach and deploys it to Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks.

P2P networks gained in importance over the last years and most of today’s Internet traffic

is caused by different P2P protocols. In contrast to the traditional client-server architec-

ture, which relies on a small number of powerful servers, thebasic idea behind P2P is

1



Chapter 1: Introduction

that each peer not only accesses resources but also contributes resources to the network.

Furthermore, P2P relies on self-organisation and avoids centralised control. Hence, ro-

bust, resilient and scalable P2P networks can be realised. Although P2P networks became

popular with legally questionable applications, meanwhile serious business cases emerge

which realise services cost effective and more efficient as compared to the client-server

architecture. For a further success of the P2P paradigm sophisticated models of P2P net-

works and the design of optimal protocols are necessary. By applying the resource pricing

framework to P2P networks this work presents a novel approach to the resource alloca-

tion in these architectures. The proposed protocols provedto be efficient, fair, stable and

scalable and improve the state of the art in this field.

1.1 Contribution

The seminal paper [KMT98] by F. Kelly et al. proposes resource (or congestion) pricing

for rate control in IP networks. It provides the basis of extensive research on rate con-

trol and similar models for the resource allocation in communication networks. Also this

work builds on the resource pricing approach in [KMT98]. It studies the extension of the

model in [Kel97, KMT98] to dynamic routing at the network layer. It is shown by simu-

lations that the proposed distributed algorithm is efficient and fair for multi-path routing.

However, for single-path routing the algorithm shows instability. The work in this area is

published in [EK06b].

The main contributions of this thesis are in the field of P2P networks. Although P2P ap-

plications are very popular and cause large amounts of today’s Internet traffic most of the

widely adopted P2P protocols do not follow sophisticated design criteria. Properties like

efficiency and fairness of the corresponding networks are unknown or are investigated

after implementation when protocols became popular. Further on, the protocol design

might be driven by objectives of the users or P2P service providers. These can disagree

with the objectives of the network operators. To sum up, the need for sophisticated models

of P2P networks becomes obvious. This thesis addresses thisissue by applying resource

pricing to P2P networks. It models the resource allocation in these overlays as optimisa-

tion problem. By applying Lagrange multipliers the global problem is decomposed into

sub-problems. Further on, the sub-problems are used to derive distributed algorithms.

The basic idea of applying resource pricing to P2P networks is published for the first

time in [EK05]. Further publications in [EK06c] and [EK07a] present the P2P network

model and the development of the distributed algorithm in more detail. An analytical

2



1.2 Outline

result under connectivity assumptions and the stability ofthe distributed algorithm are

shown in [EK07b].

Additionally, the resource pricing approach is discussed for P2P Content Distribution

Networks (CDNs) and is compared to the tit-for-tat scheme ofthe BitTorrent implemen-

tation. The steady-state performance with resource pricing ensures fairness and outper-

forms the BitTorrent implementation. Fairness is of great importance because it provides

an incentive to peers to contribute resources to the network. Furthermore, the steady-state

performance of resource pricing provides a Nash equilibrium. This means a peer can not

improve its performance by changing its own strategy. Hence, resources can be allocated

in a fair manner even when peers behave selfishly. In summary,the proposed distributed

algorithm converges to the solution of the global optimisation problem. Hence, the algo-

rithm provides an efficient, fair, stable and scalable way for the resource allocation in P2P

CDNs. These findings were published in [EK06a] and [EK08]. Additionally, [EHBK07]

gives insights into the simulation of BitTorrent-like networks.

A further contribution of this thesis is to study P2P over IP networks as a cross-layer op-

timisation problem. Since resource pricing for rate control and for P2P networks is based

on the same global optimisation problem both functions can be studied in a single model.

We propose a novel TCP variant that includes information from the P2P network. Hence,

fairness between peers is ensured even when some routes between peers are congested.

In such a case a sending peer shifts traffic from a congested route to an uncongested one.

The change in the rate allocation is balanced by other peers.This shows that overlay net-

works have the potential to improve the performance of the underlying IP network and to

overcome the rigid design of IP routing. This part of the thesis is published in [EK07c].

1.2 Outline

This work is structured as follows. Chapter2 gives an introduction to IP and P2P net-

works. It presents important concepts on which this work builds on. These are the con-

gestion control of TCP and routing protocols in IP networks.Furthermore, functions of

the network are implemented nowadays more frequently at thenetwork edges. P2P net-

works are a good example. Different P2P architectures and applications are discussed and

compared to the traditional client-server model. Especially, the basic principles of P2P

content distribution networks and BitTorrent as an exampleare important for this work

and are outlined. Chapter2 ends with the basic idea of the resource pricing framework,

its strengths and weaknesses and different application scenarios.

3



Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter3 discusses resource pricing in more detail and presents the mathematical back-

ground. The model includes the routing of the IP or P2P network. It gives a short intro-

duction to dual theory and presents the Lagrange function ofthe optimisation problem,

which is the basis for a decomposition of the problem. For a simplified model, which is

frequently adopted for P2P networks, the solution of the optimisation problem is com-

puted under specific connectivity assumptions. Additionally, different fairness criteria are

presented.

Chapter4 applies resource pricing for a combined approach of rate control and routing

in IP networks. The resource allocation is modelled as cross-layer optimisation problem

of the network and transport layer. The distributed algorithms for rate control from the

literature are extended to routing. In the first step multi-path routing is investigated. Here,

the sending rates over multiple routes are adapted to network congestion and the fairness

criteria. In the second step single-path routing with and without Equal-Cost Multi-Path

(ECMP) is studied.

Chapter5 applies the resource pricing framework to P2P networks. Theoptimisation

problem is adapted to entities of the P2P network and new distributed algorithms are

derived from the Lagrange function. Efficiency and stability of the distributed algorithm

are shown analytically and by simulations. By using the proposed algorithm for P2P con-

tent distribution fairness between peers can be ensured andBitTorrent’s tit-for-tat strategy

is outperformed. Furthermore, the interaction of resourcepricing and the piece selection

is studied.

Chapter6 studies P2P over IP networks as a cross-layer optimisation problem. It combines

the distributed algorithms from Chapter4 and Chapter5 and proposes a TCP variant for

P2P networks. Hence, routing in the P2P network is used to avoid congestion in the IP

network and to ensure fairness between peers at the same time. The basic functionality of

this approach is shown by simulations.

Chapter7 summarises this work and highlights the main findings.

4



Chapter 2

State of the art

This chapter gives an introduction to algorithms and concepts of today’s Internet, which

are of importance for this work. We discuss the rate control algorithm of the Transmission

Control Protocol (TCP) and routing concepts used in IP (Internet Protocol) networks.

Both functions have major influence on the usage of resourcesin an IP network.

Additionally, we discuss Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks, which gained in popularity in re-

cent years. Many different kinds of applications are provided by P2P networks. In this

work we concentrate on file-sharing and content distribution applications. P2P protocols

form overlay networks and control the allocation of resources of peers. Hence, functions

in P2P networks affect the algorithms of the underlying IP network and vice versa.

The topics discussed in this work cover different network layers. As depicted in Figure2.1

IP and TCP are protocols of the network and transport layer ofthe ISO OSI reference

ISO OSI reference model

Application

Presentation

Session

Transport

Network

Data link

Physical

TCP/IP protocol suite

Application

Transport

Network

Link

Protocols

P2P

TCP

IP

Figure 2.1: Network layers
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model [Tan02] as well as the TCP/IP protocol suite [Ste94], respectively. P2P networks

are realised as overlays at the application layer.

In general, distributed algorithms avoid centralised control and disperse the functions

over different network entities. Hence, they have the potential to scale well.Scalability

refers to the ability to adapt to different network sizes andto operate on a wide range of

different scales. This is an important design criterion forInternet protocols because the

Internet is steadily growing with respect to nodes, users and traffic volume. A mathemat-

ical framework for the allocation of resources in a distributed environment is resource (or

congestion) pricing. Firstly used to study TCP-like algorithms it is extended and adapted

to a wide range of other scenarios. Before discussing resource pricing for IP and P2P

networks in the following chapters we present the basic ideaas well as the strengths and

weaknesses of this framework in general.

2.1 IP Networks

IP networks and the Internet, its most popular example, are packet-switched networks,

which use the Internet Protocol (IP). They are used to carry awide range of different

kinds of traffic and enable various services. Email, web browsing, file transfer and instant

messaging as well as newer services like Voice over IP (VoIP), IPTV and Video on De-

mand (VoD) are popular examples. In all cases the data to be sent is split into packets and

is routed on a path from source to destination. Packets sharethe medium with packets

from other traffic sources. Hence, they might be queued in a buffer when an intermediate

router is busy or even be dropped when congestion occurs.

In general, the traffic from different kinds of applicationsis characterised as elastic or

inelastic traffic [She95]. Elastic traffic (e.g. for a file transfer) tolerates delaysand packet

drops. Hence, its transmission rate can be adapted to the network conditions. On the other

hand inelastic traffic (e.g. for VoIP) has more stringent requirements with respect to delay

as well as the sending rate. Hence, these applications prefer constant bit rates and use

protocols like UDP (User Datagram Protocol), which do not react to congestion signals∗.

∗More sophisticated approaches for streaming traffic like adaptive encoding [RHE00] which reacts on
congestion in the network by changing the codec are out of thescope of this work.

6



2.1 IP Networks

2.1.1 Congestion Control

Congestion control for elastic traffic in IP networks is mainly done by TCP, which controls

the sending rate of a flow by limiting the window size, the amount of outstanding but

unacknowledged data. The basic principles are outlined in various textbooks (e.g. [PD07,

Tan02, Ste94]). Briefly, it is a self-clocking mechanism, which adapts the window size

on receiving acknowledgements. In general, TCP consists ofthree phases: Slow start,

congestion avoidance and exponential backoff. At start-upand after multiple packet losses

the so-called slow start algorithm controls the congestionwindow, whereas exponential

backoff is used under severe congestion. Hence, loosely speaking congestion avoidance

controls the window size under normal network conditions.

Different variants of TCP are proposed in the literature andare used in the Internet.

Most important are TCP Tahoe (based on [Jac88]), TCP Reno (extends Tahoe with ideas

from [Jac90]), TCP NewReno (extends Reno by ideas from [Hoe95] and is specified

in [FH99]) and TCP Vegas [BP95]. In recent years TCP variants for networks with high

bandwidths and large propagation delays are developed (e.g. Scalable TCP [Kel03], High-

Speed TCP [Flo03] and FAST TCP [JWL04]). The review in [DBEB06] presents an

overview of the development and the modifications of TCP.

All TCP variants have a basic design principle in common, which is described in [Jac88].

Basically, the congestion control consists of two components. The routers in the network

measure the level of congestion and signal this informationto the end-points of the con-

nection. When congestion signals are received by the senderit has to decrease its sending

rate. If no congestion signal is received, the sending rate can be increased. TCP algorithms

differ in the rules for adapting the sending rate as well as the used congestion signal. TCP

Vegas and FAST TCP use queuing delay as a measure of congestion, whereas the other

algorithms mentioned above use packet loss. Basically, TCPVegas and FAST TCP de-

termine the difference between the smallest round-trip time (RTT) observed so far to the

actual RTT. Hence, a deficiency is the decrease in rate due to RTT changes which are

not caused by congestion, e.g. due to re-routing. On the other hand delay variations are

multi-bit information of the congestion, which enables a diverse reaction to it.

Packet loss gives binary information only and occurs when the buffer of a router over-

flows. With Active Queue Management (AQM) an earlier notification of congestion is re-

alised. An example is Random Early Detection (RED) [FJ93], where packets are dropped

with a certain probability before the buffer overflows. Here, the dropping probability in-

creases with increasing average queue length. Alternatively, packets can be marked to

notify the sender about congestion. With [RFB01] the TCP/IP protocol stack is extended

7



Chapter 2: State of the art

by the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN). Thus, singlebit information about con-

gestion can be conveyed in the network. Briefly, routers set the congestion experienced

bit in the IP header and the receiving TCP agent copies this bit to the TCP header of the

acknowledgement and sends it to the traffic source (see [RFB01] for details).

A large body of research (e.g. [GK99b, AL00, ZK02]) studies marking strategies to im-

prove the rate control of TCP by using the ECN bit. Furthermore, other approaches like

the eXplicit Control Protocol (XCP) [KHR02] use explicit congestion information in the

packet headers. However, these schemes have to be supportedby both end-points of the

connection as well as the intermediate routers. For the sizeof the Internet and with its

steady growth the adoption of new technologies is slow. For instance, ECN is a proposed

standard by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) since 2001 [RFB01], but a mea-

surement study [MAF05] in 2005 shows that only 2.1% of the inspected web servers

support it.

The design of transport protocols at packet-level can be augmented by the analysis at flow-

level. Here, flow-level models abstract from the details of every packet and consider flows

with specific sending rates instead. Especially, properties like fairness and stability are

easier to study at flow-level. Hence, TCP protocols designedat packet-level are converted

and analysed at flow-level [Key01, LPD02] and new protocols like FAST TCP [JWL04]

are based on a flow-level model and afterwards are implemented at packet-level. Fre-

quently, resource pricing is used as flow-level model.

2.1.2 Routing

The Internet is an interconnection of a large number of smaller networks. One or multiple

of these networks are denoted as an autonomous system (AS), when it is controlled by a

single entity [Tan02]. Routing packets from source to destination in a single AS is based

on different protocols as compared to routing between different autonomous systems. In-

terior gateway protocols are used inside a single AS whereasexterior gateway protocols

like BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) specify the routing between autonomous systems.

Furthermore, exterior gateway protocols highly depend on policies and negotiations be-

tween the operators of different autonomous systems.

This work concentrates on interior gateway protocols. Here, routing is based on shortest

path algorithms. Hence, with respect to a chosen metric the shortest route between source

and destination is computed (e.g. with the Dijkstra algorithm). The OSPF (Open Shortest

Path First) protocol [Moy98] is a popular example for an interior gateway protocol which

8
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uses the Dijkstra algorithm. It belongs to the class of link state routing algorithms. The

basic concept of link state routing is as follows. Each node periodically broadcasts infor-

mation to the network about its direct neighbours and the respective costs to reach them.

Thus, each node accumulates information about all other nodes and can reconstruct the

topology of the network as a weighted directed graph†. Based on this network map the

shortest path to every other node is computed and the routingtable, which specifies the

next hop to every possible destination, is constructed.

The shortest path in a network might not be unique and insteadof storing only one of

the shortest paths Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) can be employed. With ECMP the next

hop of several (up to all) routes with the shortest path are stored and used for forwarding.

This provides some kind of load-balancing, but can cause also problems on higher layers.

For example, multiple routes might have different delays and packets are received out of

order at the sender. This influences the congestion control of TCP.

Link state routing is a hop-by-hop routing scheme, where each router decides about the

next hop of a packet. Although hop-by-hop routing is the common practice in the Internet,

also source routing is supported by the IP protocol [Tan02]. Here, the source specifies the

route for the packet in the IP header. Furthermore, source routing is used in alternative

routing architectures like Nimrod [CCS96].

2.2 Application-oriented Protocols

The Internet is a steadily growing and evolving network of networks. In 2007 it is used

by more than 1200 million people [IWS] and connects more than 433 million hosts world

wide [ISC]. Furthermore, the Internet carries nowadays not only a much larger amount

of traffic but also traffic from applications with demands different from those in the early

days. Moreover the design of new protocols might be primarily driven by the requirements

of the applications. These could disagree with the objectives of the network design.

One example is the usage of multiple parallel TCP connections. Among other things,

this technique is used by GridFTP [All03] to transfer data up to the sizes of tera- and

petabytes. Although the throughput can be increased with parallel connections, it is unfair

to other flows and a trade-off between efficiency and fairnesshas to be done [HNA04].

Consequently, a protocol designer can act selfishly by maximising the throughput for its

application or cooperatively by taking network-wide considerations into account.

†OSPF is more complicated than the basic link state concept, because it supports further level of ab-
stractions by defining network areas. See [Moy98] for details.
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Furthermore, parallel TCP connections and others challenge the design criteria of proto-

cols in general. As an example, fairness is commonly studiedwith respect to flows. The

number of flows used by a single user is not taken into account.According to [Bri07] flow

fairness in today’s Internet is inappropriate. Instead cost fairness should be used, which

depends on the congestion each user generates with all its flows. This describes how much

the transfers of each user restrict other transfers. Furthermore, the idea of cost fairness is

part of the resource pricing approach.

Similar observations with respect to fairness are true for routing in overlay networks like

Resilient Overlay Network (RON) [ABKM01]. Here, an overlay network is formed and

data transfers can be relayed by a node of this overlay. By probing the direct and relayed

connections the best path between source and destination ischosen. Thus, routing is done

on different levels with different objectives. In the IP network the operator optimises the

operation of the network whereas routing in the overlay is driven by selfish objectives of

the application. The consequences of selfish routing strategies is studied in [QYZS06].

Here, it is shown that traffic engineering by the network operator and selfish routing by

e.g. RON can decrement the performance of the network considerably.

Selfish behaviour can be analysed with game theory. Instead of assuming cooperation

among users the game theory is based on players with different interests. Thus, players

behave selfishly and adopt strategies that maximise their benefit. Game theory provides

tools to analyse the effects of non-cooperative behaviour and evaluates the effectiveness

of incentive schemes for behaving cooperatively. Game theoretical approaches are used

to study congestion control [ASK+02, LAPF05] and routing [QYZS06]. Hence, with the

adoption of application-oriented protocols it becomes an important tool for network de-

sign.

Application-oriented protocols are widely used in the Internet already. Popular examples

are the Skype application, which relays voice calls [SFKT06], or P2P networks in gen-

eral, which are discussed in detail in the next section. In conclusion, more applications

use specific protocols and/or overlay networks to achieve selfish objectives. The interac-

tion with and the consequences for the underlying IP networkare not fully understood.

Furthermore, design criteria are not yet adapted to these new approaches.

2.3 Peer-to-Peer Networks

The term Peer-to-Peer (P2P) is used for a wide field of different technologies and ap-

plications. A general definition can be found in [SE05]: A peer-to-peer system is a self-
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organising system of equal, autonomous entities (peers) which aims for the shared usage

of distributed resources in a networked environment avoiding central services.

Furthermore, P2P networks are realised as logical overlay networks. The services are not

provided by specific servers as in the client-server architecture, but each peer requests

and provides services. Hence, each peer is a client and a server. By not only consum-

ing resources but also providing them to the network, P2P networks have the potential

to scale well. Further on, by replicating services in a P2P network the resilience can be

increased as compared to centralised systems like the client-server model. But not all

applications which are denoted as P2P rely solely on the P2P concepts. Also many ap-

plications use a centralised P2P architecture where servers run specific tasks. Further on,

in hybrid P2P architectures some of the peers adopt dynamically special functionalities.

Thus, the topology of the overlay network is hierarchical. As depicted in Figure2.2 the

client-server, centralised, hybrid and pure P2P architectures are a change from centralised

over partially to fully decentralised designs. Examples ofthe different P2P architectures

are given in the following.

P2P networks became popular with file-sharing applications. In 1999 home users started

to offer content with Napster [Nap]. The original Napster implementation is a good ex-

ample for a centralised P2P application. The shared files areindexed on a server and also

all search requests are directed to the server. The server replies with a list of IP addresses

of those peers, which store the requested content. Thereon,the transfer of the content is

done directly between the peers without any support of the server.

Gnutella 0.4 [Gnu] is an example for a pure P2P application. Content is searched fully

decentralised by broadcasting (or flooding) query messagesthroughout the overlay. Al-

though each query message is relayed by other peers only for alimited number of times,

Gnutella 0.4 produces large control overhead [Mal06]. To reduce the signalling traffic

the succeeding Gnutella 0.6 version introduced ultrapeersand leaf nodes. In this hierar-

chical design a leaf node connects to one ultrapeer (or to overcome failures to several

ultrapeers) and informs it about the shared content. Also search requests are sent to the

ultrapeer. The ultrapeers are connected among each other and perform search requests for

their leaf nodes. The communication between ultrapeers is similar to Gnutella 0.4. Since

not all peers behave like ultrapeers the signalling overhead is reduced as compared to

Gnutella 0.4.

In general, a P2P system for file-sharing has to define functions for constructing and

maintaining the overlay topology, to search and request forcontent and to transfer the

content between peers. Some P2P applications like BitTorrent [Coh03] are optimised for
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Figure 2.2: From centralised to decentralised architectures
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the dissemination of the content. Hence, they are also denoted as P2P Content Distribution

Networks (CDNs). This work discusses algorithms for P2P CDNs. Thus, concepts for

these networks are discussed in detail in the following section.

Besides file-sharing P2P concepts are also used for other application types. A promis-

ing approach is application multicast. Since multicast is not widely provided by the IP

network, the peers form an overlay to distribute streaming content between each other.

Commonly, tree structures are formed where the content is sent from the root relayed by

the interior nodes to all leaf nodes. [YLE04] provides a survey about this topic.

Also in the field of Grid computing (distributed computing) the term P2P is used [SE05].

Here, the resource of interest is computing power. During idle times peers provide its

computing resources to the network and request additional processor cycles from other

machines in high load situations.

Another intensive field of P2P research is about DistributedHash Tables (DHT). DHTs

provide a distributed look-up service. P2P networks with DHTs are denoted as structured

P2P networks, because a common address space is used to map nodes and data items into

a logical structure. Hence, each node maintains connections to specific other nodes and is

responsible of storing specific data items. DHTs show good scalability and route requests

over a small number of other peers. They are used in differentP2P applications, e.g. as an

extension of BitTorrent [BTb] to exchange information about other peers in the network

and in the application-level multicast application Scribe[CDKR02] to build the multicast

tree. Further information about DHTs can be found for example in [LCP+05] and [SE05].

2.3.1 P2P Content Distribution Networks

The objective of P2P Content Distribution Networks (CDNs) is to disseminate one large

file (or a composition of large files) to a large number of usersin an efficient way. Bit-

Torrent [Coh03] is a popular example for P2P content distribution. According to [Par05]

BitTorrent accounted for 30% of all traffic on the Internet in2005.

A download with BitTorrent starts by getting a metainfo file (torrent), e.g. from a web

server. The metainfo file provides information about the fileitself, hash values to verify

data integrity and the IP address of a so-called tracker. Thetracker is a centralised com-

ponent which stores information about all peers in the overlay network. A new peer, that

enters the network, asks the tracker for a list of active peers in the overlay. The tracker

returns a random subset to the requesting peer. Furthermore, an active peer contacts the
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tracker from time to time to obtain information about new peers in the network. An ex-

tension [BTb] of the protocol also incorporates the exchange of information about other

peers in the network between connected peers. This is realised by a DHT and is often

stated as trackerless BitTorrent.

BitTorrent specifies the messages between the tracker and a peer and between peers them-

selves. Furthermore, it implements two important conceptswhich improve the file dis-

semination. These are an incentive scheme and the multi-source download (or swarming

principle). Since both concepts are not part of the protocolbut in fact part of the first speci-

fication, applications, which use the BitTorrent protocol,implement them differently. The

following descriptions are based on the original specification [Coh03, BTa].

Incentive scheme

P2P networks face the problem of free-riding [AH00] where peers consume resources

solely without contributing anything to the network. To reduce free-riding BitTorrent im-

plements an incentive scheme.

In general, the network consists of two types of peers. On theone hand peers that have a

full copy of the file and on the other hand peers that are still downloading the file. These

peers are denoted in the BitTorrent specification [BTa] as seeds and leechers, respectively.

Hence, a leecher becomes a seed when it completes the download. The basic idea of

BitTorrent is that the download performance depends on the upload rate. This provides an

incentive to leechers even when they behave selfishly and tryto minimise their download

time. Consequently, seeds have no incentive and upload to others altruistically, because

they have completed the download of the file already.

To realise the incentive scheme each peer controls to whom ituploads data. This peer

selection is calledchoking/unchoking. When a remote peer is selected for upload anUN-

CHOKEmessage is sent. An upload is stopped with aCHOKE message. Each peer up-

loads to a fixed number of other peers (the default value is four) and chooses to upload

to others from which it gets the highest download rates. Thisprinciple is called tit-for-

tat, because it is based on reciprocity. Unchoking by download rates is not applicable for

seeds. Therefore, the peer selection of the seeds is based onthe upload rates to the con-

nected peers. This is driven by the idea that high upload rates are only achieved when no

one else uploads to the peer. Hence, those peers should be preferred which are not served

by others.

By default this tit-for-tat strategy is run every ten seconds by every peer, whereby the
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download rates are determined by a moving average over the last 20 seconds. To discover

new peers with better performance a so-called optimistic unchoke is done additionally.

Here, one of the peers is unchoked independently of its rate.The optimistic unchoke is

changed every 30 seconds to provide enough time to be possibly unchoked by the remote

peer in return. Another rule in BitTorrent is to choke a peer when it has sent no data

message in the last minute. This is called anti-snubbing.

Multi-Source Download

For a multi-source downloadthe file of interest is fragmented into pieces or chunks‡.

When a peer completes the download of a single piece, it offers it to other peers which so

far have not downloaded this piece. Thus, peers exchange pieces with each other although

they did not finish the download of the complete file.

Based on the piece selection rules each peer determines which piece is requested when a

peer is unchoked by a remote peer. The decision process in BitTorrent follows the follow-

ing rules: Firstly, when some bytes are received from a specific chunk the remaining parts

of that chunk are requested. This scheme is called strict priority. Since peers forward only

complete chunks (where data integrity is verified) to other peers, this mechanism ensures

that chunks are completed fast. When strict priority is not applicable, the rarest chunk is

requested. Since a peer has only a local view of the network itcan only estimate rarity

based on the information of its neighbours. This information is available to the peer by

the BitTorrent messagesBITFIELD andHAVE(see [BTa] for details).

When a peer has no chunk at the beginning of the download, BitTorrent deviates from the

rarest-first policy and the new peer requests a piece randomly. This is intended to ensure

a faster completion of the first piece such that the upload bandwidth of that peer can be

used by others.

Normally, oneREQUESTmessage asks for a data portion which is smaller than the chunk

size. The default values in the original implementation are256 KB as chunk size and

16 KB per request. To prevent that the sender runs out of requests and has to wait for

a new request from another peer, the first requests after an unchoke are sent as a batch.

By default the batch size is five requests. In normal mode a peer requests each part only

once. This can become a problem at the end of the download. When the rest of the file is

requested at a very slow peer, the downloading peer has to wait long although other peers

may handle the request faster. Therefore, a peer can switch to the endgame mode, where it

‡In this work the terms piece and chunk are used interchangeable.
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requests the same parts at multiple peers. Although, a peer can cancel requests at remote

peers the endgame mode can consume additional bandwidth by transferring redundant

parts.

With multi-source download the resources in the P2P networkare used more efficiently

and the network also scales for large peer populations with respect to download times.

Especially, forflash-crowdscenarios the advantage of a multi-source download becomes

obvious. Here, initially only one seed and a number of leechers are in the network (or a

number of leechers enter the network in a short-time). This represents an extraordinary

burden on the network because only one peer can upload data toothers at the beginning.

Assume new seeds stay in the network until all peers have finished their download. For

the case of peers with the same upload capacityC the download time can be estimated

analytically. We denote the file size, the chunk size and the number of parallel uploads

asSF , SC andU , respectively. AfterSF/C the whole file is available in the network. The

lastU chunks uploaded by the seed are the rarest chunks in the network as each of them

is only available at the seed and one other peer. For a uniformdissemination of the rarest

chunks the seed uploads each rarest chunk once. The other peers upload the rarest chunk

they holdU times. Thus, the number of peers which hold a rarest chunk increases by
⌈

(1+1/U)(U +1)i
⌉

, where i is the number of time intervals it takes to upload a full

chunk toU peers. This time interval can be computed withU ·SC/C. With P > 1 peers in

the network (including the initial seed) the minimal total download time is
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(2.1)

where⌈·⌉ and⌊·⌋ denotes the ceiling and the floor function, respectively. Equation (2.1)

holds whenP is a multiple of(1+1/U)(U +1). For other values ofP it is exact if each

chunk is downloaded from a single source. Similar results are derived in [YdV06] for

U = 1. Furthermore, [MWW06] presents an approximation for heterogeneous capacities.

In [EHBK07] we showed that the performance with BitTorrent is near to the theoretical

values given by (2.1). We simulated a 100 MB download with varying number of peers,

which have an upload capacity ofC = 1024kbps. Figure2.3 shows the mean download

time and the 95% confidence intervals for 5 simulation runs. BitTorrent is studied at flow-

level as well as packet-level. For the flow-level simulations only the access link bandwidth
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Figure 2.3: Download time with BitTorrent for a flash-crowd

is taken into account and the data transfers are modelled as flows. The packet-level sim-

ulations are more detailed and model also the TCP behaviour between the peers. Hence,

the flow-level results show the overhead of the BitTorrent application whereas the packet-

level results include also the overhead due to TCP.

The original content provider needs at least 819 s to upload the file to the network. Theo-

retically, the distribution of the data to all peers in the network is very fast and scales with

an increasing number of peers. Also the simulation results reveal that the content distri-

bution with BitTorrent scales well. At flow-level the results are only up to 9% higher than

the theoretical values. Packet-level results are up to 27% higher. At flow-level the total

download time for 250 peers and more remains nearly constant. Although the increase of

the download time at packet-level is small, it increases by 6% from 100 to 1000 peers.

The advantage of P2P for the fast distribution of large content in the Internet as com-

pared to the client-server architecture is obvious. While in the client-server architecture

the total load must be carried by the server(s), it is distributed among the users in a P2P

network. Hence, content providers save costs because traffic is shifted from their servers

to the P2P network. In particular, the costs for over-provisioning the servers are saved

because the P2P network is self-scaling. Hence, as the P2P technology matures also busi-

ness models are developed for it. [LL07] describes the integration of P2P technologies

into an IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS). P2P concepts are usedfor efficient and scalable

content distribution, whereas the IMS is used for Authentication, Authorisation and Ac-
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counting (AAA). Further on, [ZLCS08] discusses a digital rights management scheme for

BitTorrent-like networks.

2.4 A Pricing Framework

Hardin describes in [Har68] the tragedy of the commonswith an example of grassland

and herdsmen: The grassland is owned by the community, therefore called commons, and

is open to all. Assume herdsmen behave rationally and are interested in maximising their

own benefit. Hence, each herdsman determines his utility when increasing the number of

his animals. The profit for the animals is fully realised by the herdsman whereas the cost

for overgrazing the grassland is shared by the community. Thus, a rational herdsman will

increase the number of his animals until the grassland is completely grazed.

These kinds of problems arise when no incentive for individuals exist when they consume

freely available resources. And an appropriate remedy for these problems is to charge

for the use of resources. As argued by [MMV94] also the Internet faces the tragedy of

the commons, because end-users are charged prices which areindependent of the use

of resources in the network (e.g. a flat-rate charge). Hence,users have no incentive for

appropriate congestion control. Further on, as a possible solution the authors of [MMV94]

propose a smart market, where a charge per packet has to be paid by the user in the case

of congestion.

These approaches are called resource or congestion pricing. A mathematical framework

for congestion pricing was developed by F. Kelly et al. in [Kel97, KMT98]. The strengths

of this framework are twofold:

• Optimisation: It models the resource allocation as global optimisation problem. The

objective is to maximise the sum of the utility of all users. The utility depends on

the rate of the user and by defining appropriate utility functions different fairness

criteria between the users can be modelled. The optimisation problem is constrained

by the finite resources of the network.

• Decomposition: To realise a decentralised control the global optimisation problem

is split into sub-problems. These sub-problems find the global optimum with locally

available information and minimum control information.

A decentralised control is inevitable because the algorithm has to scale for large networks

like the Internet. Hence, in the proposed distributed algorithm in [KMT98] users specify
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their willingness-to-pay and set their sending rates accordingly. However, they are charged

for the congestion they cause in the network. This charge is computed by the routers and

communicated as price to the end-points.

Although monetary charges are discussed in the literature as well [KMBL99, GK99a],

Kelly’s approach became more important as mathematical framework in general and is

extended beyond congestion control. Therefore, it is oftendenoted as Network Utility

Maximisation (NUM) problem (see e.g. the survey in [CLCD07]).

It is used for reverse engineering TCP algorithms designed at packet-level for a better

understanding at flow-level [Key01, LPD02]. Packet loss or delay can be interpreted as

congestion price and the algorithms only differ in their utility function. Additionally,

new TCP algorithms are developed based on this mathematicalframework, e.g. FAST

TCP [JWL04].

The optimisation problem for rate control is fairly tractable. In general, a concave utility

function is assumed and capacity constraints are linear. Constraints are internalised with

Lagrange dual variables (see Chapter3 for details). Hence, the resulting problem has a

unique optimum and the local optimum is also the global one. Furthermore, optimising the

primal or dual variables results in the same optimum, i.e. the duality gap is zero. Hence,

most of the literature for rate control discusses open issues for the decomposition of the

problem. For example, the convergence and stability of the distributed algorithm [Vin02,

Mas02] or single-bit price information [GK99b, AL00, ZK02].

The decomposition of the optimisation problem over different geographically disparate

network elements is denoted as horizontal decomposition [CLCD07]. When the optimi-

sation problem is split over multiple network layers, it is called a vertical decomposition.

One example is the extension of the rate control problem to routing, which is discussed

also in this work. In the case of multi-path routing the problem is not unique with respect

to the rates on the routes but only with respect to the total rates of a user. This makes

the mathematical framework more complicated, but distributed algorithms exist which

solve the global optimisation problem. For single-path routing the optimisation problem

becomes an integer problem. However, integer constraints may introduce a duality gap

(see Chapter4). Hence, other decomposition techniques may be preferable, e.g. Gener-

alised Bender’s Decomposition described in [EMW06]. Alternatively, the formulation of

the optimisation might be modified in a sophisticated way to aproblem that is easier to

solve (see [Chi07] for different examples).

Another limitation is the restriction to concave utility functions. Although concave func-

tions model elastic traffic they are inappropriate for inelastic traffic with specific de-
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mands [She95]. This limitation is addressed in [LMS05, FC05] where other utility func-

tions are discussed. However, also non-concave utility functions can introduce a duality

gap, which causes oscillations and instability. In [LMS05] these oscillations are avoided

where some users with sigmoidal utility functions are self-regulating, i.e. they stop their

transmission under specific conditions.

In the context of wireless networks the optimisation problem is adapted to the proper-

ties of the wireless medium. Here, the capacity is time-varying, the wireless interface is

a multi-access medium and users interfere with each other. Hence, cross-layer optimisa-

tion problems are studied which discuss the modulation, coding and power control at the

physical layer, the scheduling at the medium access layer, the routing at the network layer

and the rate control at the transport layer. Two surveys [LSS06, CLCD07] summarise the

recent progress in this field.

In conclusion, resource pricing or network utility maximisation proved to be effective for

convex optimisation problems, where distributed algorithms drive the network to a global

optimum. The framework encounters problems when the optimisation problem becomes

non-convex, e.g. due to integer constraints or non-concaveutility functions. These prob-

lems are an ongoing research effort. In this work we discuss convex optimisation problems

only. The approach is applied to combined rate control and routing in IP networks and for

the resource allocation in P2P networks.
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Chapter 3

Resource Pricing

This thesis discusses several resource allocation problems in communication networks.

The models are based on the resource pricing (or congestion pricing) approach [Kel97,

KMT98]. This approach is widely used to derive algorithms for ratecontrol at the trans-

port layer. Here, a flow consumes bandwidth at each hop along its route to the sink. But

the routers charge a price for the usage of their resources, which is summed up to a path

price for each flow and controls the future sending rates. By defining appropriate pricing

mechanisms fair and efficient rate control can be assured.

In the original work [KMT98] the routing is assumed to be fixed and an optimal solution

is only found on the transport layer and not on both, the network and the transport layer.

We extend the original model and study the cross-layer optimisation for the transport and

network layer in Chapter4. The second application scenario of resource pricing in this

thesis discusses overlay networks, which are formed by P2P applications. This approach

is presented in Chapter5. Based on the limitations of combined rate control and routing

at lower layers, we propose an alternative approach that exploits routing in the overlay.

This is discussed in Chapter6.

All three approaches are based on the same global optimisation problem. Only the sepa-

ration into sub problems to derive distributed algorithms is different. This global optimi-

sation problem is discussed in this chapter.

3.1 Network Model

The allocation of bandwidth in communication networks is modelled as global optimisa-

tion problem. Assume the network consists of the set of linksL, whereby a linkl ∈ L
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Figure 3.2: Multi-source download

has a capacity ofCl . A set of usersN makes use of the resources in the network. As-

sume the usern∈ N receives an aggregated rate ofyn and depending on this rate has an

utility Un(yn). Here, the aggregated rate is the sum over the rates over different routes.

The term user is interpreted differently in the following chapters. In Chapter4 we as-

sociate with a user a source-sink pair. With multi-path routing different routes can be

used to connect the source-sink pair. The interpretation ofthe term user is different to the

aforementioned in Chapter5 and Chapter6. Here, for P2P networks with multi-source

download a user receives data from different senders. However, there is only one route

from each sender to the sink. Figure3.1and Figure3.2 illustrate the differences between

both models. In this chapter we use the terminology for multi-path routing. The presented

results are also valid for P2P networks.

We introduce the set of routesR. A subset ofR is R(n), which consists of all possible

routes for the source-sink pair associated with usern. Furthermore, the rate on a route

r ∈ R is xr . According to [Kel97] the resource allocation is modelled as optimisation

problem, where the total utility over all users is maximised. The problem is constrained

by the capacity at the links, i.e. the aggregated rate of the data flows which use a link has

to be less or equal to the capacity of this link. Hereby, the set R(l) includes all routes that

use linkl . Hence, the optimisation problem is given by

SYSTEM :

maximise ∑
n∈N

Un(yn) (3.1)

subject to ∑
r∈R(n)

xr = yn, ∀n∈ N (3.2)

∑
r∈R(l)

xr ≤Cl , ∀l ∈ L (3.3)

over xr ≥ 0. (3.4)

A large body of research [KMT98, LL99, GK99b, Key01, LPD02, Zim05] concentrates
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Figure 3.3: Example for fairness criteria

on the transport layer and assumes the routing is fixed. Hence, the flow constraints in (3.2)

simplify to a single route and the objective of the optimisation problem in (3.1) depends

on a rate over a single route for each user.

Often a concave utility function is used in the literature. This implies a diminishing

marginal utility [PR05]: As more and more bandwidth is allocated to a flow, allocating ad-

ditional amounts will yield smaller and smaller additions to utility. Such utility functions

are appropriate for users with elastic traffic demands [She95]. With a concave objective

function in (3.1) and linear constraints in (3.2) and (3.3) the optimisation problem be-

longs to the class of convex∗ optimisation problems. Furthermore, the optimum is unique

with respect toyn and a local optimum coincides with the global optimum. However, the

ratesxr are not necessarily unique at the optimum, because different rate allocations may

sum up to the same total download rateyn. Thus, many possible rate allocations may exist

with respect toxr .

3.2 Fairness

To ensure some kind of fairness with respect to the allocation of resources in a network

the utility function in (3.1) is set adequately. In general, different fairness criteria deviate

from each other, because they trade-off between fairness and efficiency differently. For

example, consider two concatenated links with equal capacity as depicted in Figure3.3.

One source uses the first link, another source uses the secondlink and the third source

uses both links to reach a sink. One understanding of fairness (calledmax-min fairness) is

to allocate the resources equally to the three sources (see Figure3.3(a)for a link capacity

equal to one). However, this does not maximise the aggregated rate over all sources, which

is 1.5 in this example. The aggregated rate is maximised whenthe capacity of the links is

allocated to the sources, which use only one link (see Figure3.3(c)). Here, the aggregated

throughput is 2. However, the rate of the third user is zero and the allocation seems to be

∗A function f is convex if f (θx+ (1− θ )y) ≤ θ f (x) + (1− θ ) f (y) with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. A function f is
concave if− f is convex [BV06].
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Chapter 3: Resource Pricing

unfair. This illustrates that a fairness criterion can not be discussed separately, but only

with its effect on efficiency.

The concept ofproportional fairness[KMT98] makes a widely accepted compromise

between fairness and efficiency and is used frequently in congestion pricing algorithms.

For the discussed example an allocation is proportional fair when the source-sink pairs,

which use one link, get twice the resources as the flow over both links (see Figure3.3(b)).

In this case the flow of each source-sink pair consumes the same amount of accumulated

resources, which is the sum of the used resources over all links of each route.

The concept can be extended toweighted proportional fairness. Here, a usern has a

willingness-to-payWn. Mathematically, a rate allocationy= (yn,n∈N ) is weighted pro-

portional fair if it is feasible (i.e. not violating the constraints (3.2)-(3.4) of the optimi-

sation problem) and if for any other feasible rate allocation y′ the aggregate of weighted

proportional changes is non-positive [KMT98]:

∑
n∈N

Wn
y′n−yn

yn
≤ 0. (3.5)

In contrast to max-min fairness, which gives absolute priority to small flows, proportional

fairness depends on the proportional changes of two rate allocations. Hence, smaller flows

are treated less favourably and a proportional fair allocation lies between max-min fair-

ness and maximum aggregated throughput. Furthermore, the willingness-to-pay weighs

the value of a user. For integral weights an illustration is given below. By setting the utility

function in (3.1) to

Un(yn) = Wn ln(yn) (3.6)

weighted proportional fairness is realised [KMT98]. It is also denoted as proportionally

fair rates per unit charge. Since the objective in (3.1) is to maximise the aggregated utility

of the total rate, the utility function in (3.6) ensures proportional fairness with respect

to yn. This realises fairness with respect to users, because the rate allocation to users is

independent of their number of routes in the network. This isin most cases different from

flow rate fairness, where the rates of flows on the same route are fair to each other. Hence,

the presented model addresses the objections in [Bri07] against flow fairness.

Proportional fairness can be equivalent to max-min fairness. An example is presented

in Section3.4, where each route traverses one bottleneck link only. A rateallocation is

called max-min fair if it is feasible and, for eachn∈ N , yn cannot be increased without

decreasing the rateyn′ of a usern′ with yn′ ≤ yn [BG87]. This concept maximises the rate

of the source with the minimal rate allocation. Also max-minfairness can be associated
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with a specific utility function, which is described in [Kel97] in detail.

To evaluate the fairness in large, multi-user systems Jain’s Fairness Index [Jai91] can be

used. In our context, for a vector of aggregated ratesy = (yn,n∈ N ) the fairness index is

computed with

f (y) =
(∑n∈N yn)

2

N∑n∈N y2
n

, (3.7)

wherebyN denotes the cardinal number of the setN . This metric lies between 0 and 1

and higher values indicate better fairness. For example, ifall peers receive equal service

rates, the index is 1. Hence, Jain’s Fairness Index follows the concept of max-min fairness.

Furthermore, Jain’s Fairness Index is 1/N if all resources are allocated to one user only

and the other(N−1) users receive nothing at all.

We extend Jain’s Fairness Index to the case of weighted fairness. Therefore, we repeat

the illustration of weighted fairness in [KMT98]: When all weights are integral each user

n ∈ N can be replaced byWn identical sub-users. Assume a proportional fair allocation

over the resulting∑n∈N Wn sub-users. When each usern receives the aggregated rate of

itsWn sub-users, then this allocation is weighted proportional fair.

Based on this explanation we deduce from (3.7) the Weighted Fairness Index

fW(y,W) =

(

∑n∈N Wn
yn

Wn

)2

∑n∈N Wn ·∑n∈N Wn

(

yn

Wn

)2

=
(∑n∈N yn)

2

∑n∈N Wn ·∑n∈N
y2

n

Wn

, (3.8)

wherebyW = (Wn,n∈ N ) is a vector of the willingness-to-pay variables of all users.

Also the Weighted Fairness Index lies between 0 and 1 and has similar properties as

Jain’s Fairness Index. It is used to evaluate the fairness between users in simulations in

Chapter5.

3.3 Duality

The optimisation problem in (3.1)-(3.4) is denoted generally as primal problem and the

vectorsx = (xr , r ∈R) andy = (yn,n∈N ) asprimal variables. To find the optimum of
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Chapter 3: Resource Pricing

the constrained problemLagrange multipliers(or dual variables) are used (see e.g. Chap-

ter 4 in [BV06] or Chapter 10.3 in [Lue03]). Hence, a Lagrange function (orLagrangian)

is defined by the objective and the constraints of the optimisation problem. Constraints are

internalised by weighted sums. For the optimisation problem in (3.1)-(3.4) the Lagrangian

is

L(x,y,λ ,µ ,m) =

∑
n∈N

(

Un(yn)−λn

(

yn− ∑
r∈R(n)

xr

))

+ ∑
l∈L

µl

(

Cl − ∑
r∈R(l)

xr −ml

)

, (3.9)

whereλ = (λn,n∈N ) andµ = (µl , l ∈ L) are vectors of Lagrange multipliers (or dual

variables) andm= (ml ≥ 0, l ∈ L) is a vector of slack variables.Slack variablesare used

to re-write an inequality constraint as an equality constraint. For the capacity constraint

in (3.3) we write ∑r∈R(l) xr + ml = Cl . Hence,ml has to be non-negative and can be

interpreted as the spare capacity of serverl .

Lagrange functions are frequently used in economic theory.Here, the behaviour of dif-

ferent market participants is modelled as a constrained optimisation problem [PR05]. An

example is a consumer who maximises his utility subject to his limited budget. The utility

depends on the quantities of different goods the consumer purchases at specific prices. In

this context, Lagrange multipliers are also denoted as shadow prices, because they express

the price for an additional unit of the limited resource [BV06]. For a better illustration of

the proposed algorithms in this work we will use frequently economical interpretations of

the resource allocation problem and its sub-problems. Likein [KMT98] Lagrange multi-

pliers are interpreted as prices for the usage of resources.Hence, for the Lagrange mul-

tipliers in (3.9) we sayλn is the price per unit bandwidth offered by the usern andµl is

the price per unit bandwidth charged by the linkl . The idea of prices is elaborated further

when distributed algorithms are derived, e.g. in Section4.1for combined rate control and

routing.

For the case of static single-path routing discussed in [KMT98] and the logarithmic utility

function in (3.6) the Lagrangian simplifies to

LSPR(x,µ ,m) = ∑
n∈N

Wn lnxr(n) + ∑
l∈L

µl

(

Cl − ∑
r∈R(l)

xr −ml

)

, (3.10)

wherer(n) denotes the route of usern. Here, the total rate is equal to the rate of the

single-path route. Thus, the second summand in (3.9) is equal to zero.
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3.3 Duality

The functionLSPR in (3.10) is a concave function forxr(n) and has a unique maximum

with respect to it. Hence, the local maximum is also the global one. Furthermore, the

identity ∑l∈L µl ∑r∈R(l) xr = ∑n∈N xr(n) ∑l∈L(r(n)) µl holds for single-path routing. Thus,

with

∂LSPR(x,µ)

∂xr(n)
=

Wn

xr(n)
− ∑

l∈L(r(n))

µl (3.11)

the dual function [BV06] is determined by

g(µ) = sup
x

LSPR(x,µ) (3.12)

= ∑
n∈N

(

Wn ln
Wn

∑l∈L(r(n)) µl
−Wn

)

+ ∑
l∈L

µlCl , (3.13)

where the setL(r(n)) denotes the links used by the route of usern. As outlined in the

next sectionml is zero if µl is greater zero. Hence, it is omitted in the dual function.

Furthermore, by omitting also the constant terms the dual optimisation problem† is

DUAL :

minimise ∑
l∈L

µlCl − ∑
n∈N

Wn ln ∑
l∈L(r(n))

µl (3.14)

over µl ≥ 0. (3.15)

Here,µl is non-negative because this dual variable is associated with an inequality con-

straint. A main result of dual theory isweak duality. Here, for any primal feasible vectorx

and any dual feasible vectorµ , it holds

∑
n∈N

Wn lnxr(n) ≤ g(µ) . (3.16)

Hence, the dual function is an upper bound for a feasible value of the objective of the

primal maximisation problem. Furthermore, this inequality holds also for the optimal val-

uesx∗ andµ∗. Hence,

∑
n∈N

Wn lnx∗r(n) ≤ g(µ∗) . (3.17)

†Like in [KMT98] the same dual problem can also be stated as maximisation problem of the negative
objective.
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The difference of the inequalities in (3.16) and (3.17) is called theduality gapand opti-

mal duality gap, respectively. When the optimal duality gapis zero,strong dualityholds.

Hence, the computation of the optimum for the primal problemor for the dual problem re-

sults in the same solution. For convex optimisation problems with linear constraints and a

feasible solution strong duality holds [BV06]. This is also the case for the general optimi-

sation problem in (3.1)-(3.4) with a concave utility function. The linear constraints define

a convex feasible region. Additionally, the objective is chosen to be concave. Hence, a

local optimum is also the global one. Although the dual problem can not be stated ex-

plicitly for (3.1)-(3.4) necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimality arederived

in [Kel97]:

Assume(y∗,x∗,λ ∗,µ∗,m∗) is primal and dual optimal. Hence,

∑
r∈R(n)

x∗r = y∗n, ∀n∈ N (3.18)

∑
r∈R(l)

x∗r ≤Cl , ∀l ∈ L (3.19)

x∗r ≥ 0, ∀r ∈R (3.20)

µ∗
l ≥ 0, ∀l ∈ L (3.21)

µ∗
l

(

Cl − ∑
r∈R(l)

x∗r

)

= 0, ∀l ∈ L (3.22)

U ′(y∗n)−λ ∗
n







= 0 if y∗n > 0

≤ 0 if y∗n = 0
∀n∈ N (3.23)

λ ∗
n − ∑

l∈L(r(n))

µ∗
l







= 0 if x∗r > 0

≤ 0 if x∗r = 0
∀n∈ N , ∀r ∈R(n) (3.24)

µ∗
l







= 0 if m∗
l > 0

≥ 0 if m∗
l = 0

∀l ∈ L (3.25)

In general, this set of conditions is known as the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition

for optimality, where (3.18), (3.19) and (3.20) represent primal feasibility, (3.21) repre-

sents dual feasibility and (3.22) complementary slackness. The conditions (3.23), (3.24)

and (3.25) are the derivatives of the Lagrange function in (3.9) for the primal variablesyn

andxr and the slack variableml , respectively. They are derived in more detail for a sim-

plified model in the next section.
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3.4 Parallel Bottleneck Model

3.4 Parallel Bottleneck Model

In the following we simplify the optimisation problem in (3.1)-(3.4) to a model, where

each route faces a single bottleneck link only. However, multiple bottlenecks may exist in

the network and different routes of the same user may traverse different bottleneck links.

Hence, we denote the model as parallel bottleneck model. Such a simplification is done

frequently in the context of P2P networks, where the access links from the users to the

Internet service providers (also denoted as uplink) are assumed to be the bottleneck links

in the whole network.

In this section we compute analytically the optimum of the simplified problem under an

additional condition of connectivity. The result is used inChapter5. For the terminology

of P2P networks the same result is presented in [EK07b]. By setting the partial deriva-

tives of (3.9) to zero we obtain the necessary conditions for an optimum of(3.9). We use

these results to simplify the Lagrangian and to compute finally the unique optimum of the

parallel bottleneck model. From

∂L(x,y,λ ,µ ,m)

∂ml
= −µl = 0. (3.26)

we deduce thatµl is zero, ifml > 0. This means the capacity constraint at the linkl is

inactive and hence can be ignored. On the other hand, ifml = 0 the constraint is active.

This result is identical to the condition in (3.25). In the following we consider only links,

where the capacity constraint is active and denote the set for these bottleneck links asLB.

Hence, we setml = 0, ∀l ∈ LB in the following.

Inserting the chosen utility function (3.6) into (3.9) we obtain the partial derivative with

respect toyn

∂L(x,y,λ ,µ)

∂yn
=

Wn

yn
−λn = 0

⇒ yn =
Wn

λn
. (3.27)

Equation (3.27) holds ifyn > 0. Hence, for the chosen utility function the result is identical

to (3.23). Inserting (3.27) into (3.9) we get a simplified Lagrange function

L̃(x,λ ,µ) =

∑
n∈N

(

Wn ln

(

Wn

λn

)

−Wn +λn ∑
r∈R(n)

xr

)

+ ∑
l∈LB

µl

(

Cl − ∑
r∈R(l)

xr

)

(3.28)
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and its partial derivative with respect toλn is

∂ L̃ (x,λ ,µ)

∂λn
= −

Wn

λn
+ ∑

r∈R(n)

xr = 0

⇒ λn =
Wn

∑r∈R(n) xr
. (3.29)

Inserting (3.29) into (3.28)

L̀(x,µ) = ∑
n∈N

Wn ln

(

∑
r∈R(n)

xr

)

+ ∑
l∈LB

µl

(

Cl − ∑
r∈R(l)

xr

)

(3.30)

and it follows

∂ L̀ (x,µ)

∂xr
=

Wn

∑r∈R(n) xr
−µl = 0

⇒ ∑
r∈R(n)

xr =
Wn

µl
. (3.31)

It can be seen from (3.31) that µl depends on the total rate of a user. Therefore, at the

optimum µl1 = µl2 holds for two linksl1, l2 ∈ LB if both are a link on routes of the

same usern with a positive flow. Hence,µl1 = µl2 if l1 ∈ LB(r1) and l2 ∈ LB(r2) with

r1, r2 ∈R(n) andxr i > 0, ∀i = 1,2.

A bipartite graph can be composed of the two setsN andLB, where an edge denotes a

route with a non-zero rate allocation. If the bipartite graph is connected,µl = µ, ∀l ∈ LB

holds. (If the bipartite graph is not connected, an optimisation can be run for every disjoint

connected sub-graph, separately.) Hence,

∂ L̀ (x,µ)

∂ µ
=

∂
∂ µ

[

∑
n∈N

Wn ln

(

∑
r∈R(n)

xr

)

+ µ ∑
l∈LB

Cl −µ ∑
n∈N

∑
r∈R(n)

xr

]

, (3.32)

where the identity∑l∈LB
∑r∈R(l) xr = ∑n∈N ∑r∈R(n) xr is used.

Inserting (3.31) into (3.32)

∂ L̀ (µ)

∂ µ
=

∂
∂ µ

[

∑
n∈N

(

Wn ln

(

Wn

µ

)

−Wn

)

+ µ ∑
l∈LB

Cl

]

(3.33)

= −
∑n∈N Wn

µ
+ ∑

l∈LB

Cl = 0
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⇒ µ =
∑n∈N Wn

∑l∈LB
Cl

. (3.34)

With (3.27), (3.29), (3.31) and (3.34)

yn = ∑
r∈R(n)

xr =
Wn ∑l∈LB

Cl

∑m∈N Wm
(3.35)

and with (3.27) and (3.35)

λn = λ = µ, ∀n∈ N . (3.36)

The total rate of a user in (3.35) depends on the ratio of the total capacity of the bottleneck

links to the total willingness-to-pay weighted by the willingness-to-pay of the user. Hence,

the optimal resource allocation is weighted proportional fair. ForWn = W, ∀n ∈ N the

equation (3.35) is also max-min fair.

Based on the interpretation that Lagrange multipliers are prices the result in (3.36) repre-

sents market equilibrium, where offered and charged pricesare equal. Hence, the resource

allocation model represents a market with perfect competition.

3.4.1 Example

In this section we study a simple example and illustrate an exception for which the bi-

partite graph is not connected. The network of interest and the corresponding bipartite

graph are given in Figure3.4. Three users compete for resources. The usersn1 andn3

use the single router1 = (1−3) andr3 = (2−4), respectively. Additionally,n2 uses two

routesr12 = (1−3−4) and r22 = (1−2−4). Thus, assuming the links have equal ca-

pacity two bottlenecks arise: the links (1-3) and (2-4). However, all routes traverse only

one of the bottleneck links. WithC = 1 for all links andW = 1 for all sources the optimal

rate allocation is

x∗ =

(

x∗r1
x∗r12

0

0 x∗r22
x∗r3

)

=

(

2/3 1/3 0

0 1/3 2/3

)

. (3.37)

Each source in the network gets the same total ratey∗ = 2/3, which is the sum of each

column of (3.37). Consequently, the rate for a source is independent of the number of

flows to the sink. For this simple example, (3.37) is also the unique solution with respect

to xr . However, this changes when usersn1 andn2 use also the three-hop routesr1b =

(1−2−4−3) andr2b = (2−1−3−4). Besides (3.37) also the allocation where each
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Figure 3.4: Example

route consumes a rate ofx = 1/3 on the bottleneck links ensures a total rate ofy∗ = 2/3.

Thus, there is not always a unique optimum with respect toxr .

The influence of the willingness-to-pay can be seen for the example in Figure3.4 for

W = [1,3,1], where the optimal rates are

x∗ =

(

0.4 0.6 0

0 0.6 0.4

)

. (3.38)

The rate allocation in (3.38) is weighted proportional fair, because usern2 gets three times

the total rate (sum of the second column) than usern1 andn3, which is consistent with the

ratios of their willingness-to-pay variables.

Assume the capacity of one of the bottleneck links is larger than twice the capacity of the

other one, e.g. for the network in Figure3.4(a)C13 = 0.49 for link (1−3) andC = 1 for

all other links. WithW = 1 for all users the optimal rate allocation is

x∗ =

(

0.49 0 0

0 0.5 0.5

)

. (3.39)

The bipartite graph is not connected becausexr12 is zero. Thus, the total service rate

in (3.39) deviates from (3.35), because a fair allocation is infeasible.
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Chapter 4

Combined Rate Control and Routing

In this chapter the resource pricing approach is used not only for rate control at the trans-

port layer but also for the routing decisions at the network layer. Two different concepts

are investigated: multi-path and single-path routing.

For multi-path routing we assume that routing is separated into structural and dynamic

information as proposed in [ZGC03]. The structural information informs about the topol-

ogy of the network whereas the dynamic information indicates about the actual quality

of the link, e.g. about the link utilisation. Thus, for multi-path routing we assume a user

knows about different routes to the destination. The resource pricing algorithm enables

to capture the congestion state at the routers, the signalling of the congestion state to the

end-users by using prices and rate control of the end-users over multiple routes. Similar

work is discussed in [KST01, WPL03, KV05, Pag06]. Primarily, our work is distinguish-

able from them by the extension of the algorithm to ensure fairness per user, by a detailed

description of the packet-level implementation and experimental verification of the ap-

proach.

Since predominantly single-path routing is used in today’sInternet, we investigate the

compatibility of it with the proposed pricing approach. We use the link state protocol for

routing. Similar to other studies for dynamic routing [KZ89, WLLD05] oscillations can

occur. Therefore, also equal-cost multi-path is discussed. Additionally, the problem with

oscillations is interpreted with economic theory. Main parts of this chapter are presented

in [EK06b].
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4.1 Distributed Algorithm

In the following we divide the global optimisation problem in (3.1)-(3.4) into sub-prob-

lems to develop a scalable, distributed algorithm, where each entity works with limited

information about the network conditions and users in the network. We rearrange the

Lagrangian in (3.9) to

L(x,y,λ ,µ ,m) =

∑
n∈N

(Un(yn)−λnyn)+ ∑
r∈R

xr

(

λn(r)− ∑
l∈L(r)

µl

)

+ ∑
l∈L

µl (Cl −ml ) , (4.1)

wheren(r) denotes the user of router. By looking at the Lagrangian in (4.1) we see that

the global optimisation problem is separable into sub-problems for the user, the routes and

the links. Furthermore, maximising the total of a sum is equivalent to maximising each

summand. Hence, we can decompose the Lagrangian into the sub-problems

USER n :

maximise Un(yn)−λnyn (4.2)

over yn ≥ 0 (4.3)

ROUTE r :

maximise xr

(

λn(r)− ∑
l∈L(r)

µl

)

(4.4)

over xr ≥ 0 (4.5)

LINK l :

maximise µl (Cl −ml ) (4.6)

over µl ≥ 0. (4.7)

The economical interpretation of the sub-problems is as follows. A user is selfish and tries

to maximise its own utility, which depends on the rateyn. However, the user has to pay a

price for using bandwidth. Sinceλn is a price per unit bandwidth, the productλnyn in (4.2)

reflects the total price that usern is willing to pay.

The route problem in (4.4) determines the sending rate. Here, the sending ratexr on router

depends on the priceλn(r) offered by the corresponding usern and the charged pricesµl

by the links of that route. Furthermore, the links maximise their revenue. Since the slack
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variableml in (4.6) can be interpreted as the spare capacity on the link, subtracting ml

from the capacityCl reflects the total rate of forwarded traffic of this link. By multiplying

it with the price per unit bandwidth charged by the link we obtain the revenue of that link.

Hence, the derived sub-problems are similar to standard problems in economics. The user

problem is denoted as utility maximisation of a consumer andthe route problem as well

as the link problem is known as profit maximisation of a producer [PR05].

The distributed algorithm works as follows. A linkl computes the charged price based on

its input ratezl . The input rate is

zl (t) ≤ ∑
r∈R(l)

xr (t) (4.8)

and (4.8) holds with equality when the sending rates on the routes using this link are not

limited by congestion on previously traversed links. Different price rules developed for

single-path routing are also applicable for multi-path routing. For example, we choose

price rule PC1 proposed in [AL00]

µl (t +1) = max(0,µl (t)+κ (zl (t)−Cl )) , (4.9)

wherebyκ is a small positive step size. According to (4.9) the price of a link is only

greater zero when the link capacity is fully or over utilised. It increases if the load of the

link is greater than its capacity and decreases otherwise.

We associate with a user a traffic source, which uses one sending agent for each route

between the source-sink pair. The sending agents adapt their rate over router with

xr (t +1) = max

(

ε,xr (t)+ γxr (t)

(

λn(r) (t)− ∑
l∈L(r)

µl (t)

))

, (4.10)

whereγ is a small positive step size andε is a small positive constant. Thus, the sending

ratexr does not fall belowε. This models a kind of probing, which is necessary to receive

information about the link prices of the route. Assume each user has a logarithmic utility

function weighted by the willingness-to-pay as in (3.6) then a usern adapts its price offer

with

λn(t) =
Wn

yn(t)
=

Wn

∑r∈R(n) xr (t)
. (4.11)

Hereby, we make use of the conditions (3.18) and (3.23) from the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker

condition for optimality. The rule for the sending rate in (4.10) is a scaled gradient

algorithm [BT89] of the route sub-problem in (4.4). Furthermore, it extends the pri-
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mal algorithm in [KMT98] for multiple routes. If only a single route is available to a

user, the multi-path algorithm in (4.10) and (4.11) simplifies to the single-path algorithm

in [KMT98].

In general, a distributed algorithm that updates the primalvariable is denoted aspri-

mal algorithmwhereas adual algorithmadapts the dual variable [BV06]. In our case

the primal variables are the sending rates and the dual variables are the offered prices.

Since the sending rate in (4.10) and the link price in (4.9) are computed with difference

equations the proposed system is aprimal-dual algorithm. Furthermore,λn is inversely

proportional toxr . By inserting (4.11) into (4.10) we see that in the absence of conges-

tion the rate increases not faster than with a constant termWn. However, when congestion

occurs on a linkl of the used route the link priceµl is positive. Then the sending rate

is reduced proportional to the rate which caused congestion. Hence, (4.10) realises the

additive increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD) principle also used in the original TCP

version [Jac88] and other variants.

The equilibrium point of (4.10) coincides with the optimum in (3.24). Furthermore, (3.23)

can be derived from (4.11) and a stable non-zero link price is achieved when it is fully

utilised. Asymptotic stability for a similar primal-dual algorithm is shown in [Voi05].

4.2 Flow-level Simulations

Independent of any protocol implementation we discuss the performance of the pro-

posed algorithm for a simple example. Consider the network of six nodes in Figure4.1.

Additionally, assume two sources at node 1 send traffic to thesinks at node 6 and node 2,
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respectively. For both source-sink pairs multiple routes are possible. As depicted in Fig-

ure 4.1(b) source 1 can use four different routes. These are the routes (1-2-4-6), (1-2-

4-3-5-6), (1-3-4-6) and (1-3-5-6), which are denoted in thefollowing as flows 1 to 4 of

source 1, respectively. The routes of source 2 are (1-2), (1-3-4-2) and (1-3-5-6-4-2) (see

Figure4.1(c)) and are denoted as flow 1 to 3 of source 2, respectively.

In the flow-level simulations no delays are taken into account and variables are updated

based on rounds. In each round sending rates are adapted with(4.10) and a user computes

its price offer with (4.11). Therefore, the sending rates depend on delayed information

about the link prices from the last round. Furthermore, linkprices are set with (4.9),

where the rate information is also delayed by one round. Assume a capacity ofC = 100

for all links and a willingness-to-pay ofW = 100 for both sources. The step sizes are set

to γ = κ = 0.1 and sending rates are initialised withxr = 1. Figure4.2 summarises the

results. (Rates on different routes overlap with each other. In this case only one curve is

shown.)

The total rates in Figure4.2(a)of both sources increases fast to a fair allocation of re-

sources, which avoids congestion in the network. The increase at the beginning has a slope

of γ Wn. Since all link prices are zero, this becomes obvious from the formulae by sum-

ming up over all sending rates in (4.10) of a user and inserting (4.11). For high-capacity

networks a linear increase might be too slow. Here, the proposed algorithm should be

extended by the slow-start algorithm [Jac88], which increases the rates of new connec-

tions exponentially. Thus, the proposed algorithm is intended to be an alternative to the

congestion avoidance algorithms in today’s TCP versions.

In this simulation setup the chosen values for the step sizesκ andγ are a good compromise

between rate of convergence and instability. Setting both values to 0.2 causes instability

because the variables vary considerably, especially the link prices, and fail to find the

optimum. On the other hand convergence is slower with e.g.γ = κ = 0.01. Hereby, the

overshoot is similar as with 0.1. For general results the stability can be studied analyti-

cally with control theory. Stability results for similar distributed algorithms can be found

in [Voi05, HSH+03]. Because of the limitations of the approach in general, which are

outlined in the following, stability of the proposed algorithm is not studied analytically.

Especially, for the link prices in Figure4.2(b) and rates of the flows in Figure4.2(c)

and4.2(d)oscillations occur. These are caused by adapting link prices, sending rates and

price offers in each round. Convergence is improved by adapting the price offers not in

every round. This ensures that link prices and sending ratesface constant price offers over

multiple rounds. However, for a constant value ofλn over an update interval the sending
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Figure 4.2: Results for flow-level simulation
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rate will increase multiplicatively, which might cause instability. Instead of usingλn, we

introducevr , the willingness-to-pay of router. The variablevr is updated everyTn time

units and the equations (4.10) and (4.11) are replaced by

xr (t +1) = max

(

ε,xr (t)+ γ

(

vr (t)−xr (t) ∑
l∈L(r)

µl (t)

))

(4.12)

and

vr (t) =











Wn

yn(t)
xr (t) if t = aTn, a = 0,1,2, ...

vr(t−1) otherwise,
(4.13)

respectively. ForTn = 1 the algorithm defined by (4.12) and (4.13) is identical to (4.10)

and (4.11). Results for the new algorithm are depicted in Figure4.3 for the case where

the update interval ofvr is Tn = 25. With the changed algorithm the oscillations of the

quantities in Figure4.3disappear fast as compared to the previous results in Figure4.2.

Also for the proposed distributed algorithm total rates andlink prices are unique and

coincide with the optimal values of the optimisation problem in (3.1)-(3.4). Since each

flow traverses only one bottleneck link the results for the steady-state can be computed

with (3.34) and (3.35). Only the rates of the different flows are not unique and as observed

in additional simulations for different initialisations different steady-states are reached.

4.3 Packet-level Implementation

The revised distributed algorithm from Section4.2 is converted to the packet-level. At

packet-level the congestion window reflects the sent but yetunacknowledged data and

controls how many new packets are injected into the network.Whereas the sending rate

at flow-level is adapted per time interval, the congestion window is adapted on receiv-

ing acknowledgements. Hence, the control of the congestionwindow is a self-clocking

mechanism. The rule for the sending rate in (4.10) becomes the rule for the congestion

windowcwnd, which is updated by

∆cwndr(t) = κr
RTTr(t)2

cwndr(t)

(

vr(t)− ∑
l∈L(r)

µl (t) ·
cwndr(t)
RTTr(t)

)

(4.14)
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Figure 4.3: Results for flow-level simulation with delayed update ofvr
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4.3 Packet-level Implementation

on every acknowledgement. Hereby,RTTr is the round-trip time of the router. The con-

version is based on three aspects: Firstly,cwnd= RTT · x. Secondly, the sending rate

in (4.10) is adapted per time interval whereas the congestion windowon the reception of

an acknowledgement. Thus, per time intervalcwnd/RTTacknowledgements are received

and (4.14) is scaled accordingly. Thirdly, the conversion is based onthe assumption that

the round-trip time is constant over small time intervals.

Also the difference of (4.14) to its single-path equivalent in [ZK02, Zim05] is the usage

of vr , the willingness-to-pay per route, instead ofWn, the willingness-to-pay of a usern.

The rules for adaptingvr in (4.13) andµl in (4.9) depend at packet-level on the estimated

values ofxr and zl , respectively. These are denoted as ˆxr and ẑl and are measured as

exponentially moving averages with

x̂r (t +Tn) = (1−δn) x̂r (t)+δn
data
Tn

(4.15)

and

ẑl (t +Tl ) = (1−δl ) ẑl (t)+δl
data
Tl

(4.16)

per time intervalTn andTl , respectively. Here,δ is a smoothing factor anddata is the

amount of data, which is acknowledged at the sender and observed at the input queue of

the link, respectively.

Simulations at packet-level are conducted with the networksimulator ns-2 [ns2]. For the

example in Figure4.1 all links have a capacity ofC = 10Mbps and propagation delay

of td = 10ms. The willingness-to-pay of both sources isW = 1000$/s. Link prices and

the willingness-to-pay per route are updated everyTl = 10ms andTn = 250ms withδl =

δn = 0.1 for all links and routes, respectively. Furthermore,γ = κ = 0.1. Results of the

simulation are depicted in Figure4.4

The congestion windows of the two sources converge at around20 s to a steady-state after

a linear increase. Correspondingly, also the rates converge. The total rate is nearly identi-

cal for both sources and is greater than 1200 packets/s. Witha packet size of 1000 Bytes

the total rate with 9.6 Mbps is near to the link capacity. The links (1-2) and (1-3) are the

bottlenecks in the network. Their link prices in Figure4.4(e)oscillate around 0.8 $/pkts,

which corresponds to the optimal link price in (3.34). The queue size of the bottlenecks

in Figure4.4(f) is around 10 packets.

The price rule in (4.9) does not control the queue size. Therefore, the price rule PC3 is

introduced in [AL00]. With a target queue size ofb0 and an actual queue sizebl (t) the
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Figure 4.4: Results for packet-level simulation with PC1
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Figure 4.5: Results for packet-level simulation with PC3

link price is computed with

µl (t +1) = max(0,µl (t)+κ (α (bl (t)−b0)+zl (t)−Cl )) , (4.17)

whereα > 0 weighs the influence of the queue size. Simulation results with PC3 (with

b0 = 2 andα = 0.01) are depicted in Figure4.5for the discussed example. As compared

to Figure4.4(f) the queue size in Figure4.5(b)is reduced and oscillates around the target

queue size. The rate allocation in Figure4.5(a)shows slightly more oscillations as with

PC1. However, the rate allocation is fair and efficient. By defining a queue length which

is much larger as the target queue size packet losses can be avoided. Furthermore, the

queuing delay is also controlled by the target queue size anddoes not increase without

bounds.

With PC1 and PC3 explicit prices are communicated between links and sending agents.

This demonstrates the functionality of the proposed approach in general, but does not con-

form to the IP and TCP standards. However, with [RFB01] the TCP/IP stack is extended

by the Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN). Thus, singlebit information about con-

gestion can be conveyed in the network. A large body of research (e.g. [GK99b, AL00,

ZK02]) studies marking strategies to improve the rate control ofTCP by using ECN.

These concepts can also be used for multi-path routing. For Single Bit Resource Mark-

ing (SBRM) proposed in [ZK02, Zim05] simulation results for the discussed example are

presented in [EK06b]. These results are similar to the findings for PC1 and PC3.
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4.4 Single-path Routing

In the first part of this chapter we assume that the sources have topological information

about the network and determine the routes to the sink. Source routing is supported by

IP [Pos81], but it is rarely used in today’s Internet. The reasons are security concerns

and a slower processing at the routers for packets with variable header length, which

is needed to store the routing information set by a source [PD07]. Instead, hop-by-hop

routing protocols are used. One class are link state (LS) protocols. Here, routers broadcast

the costs of their links to all other routers in the network. Hence, the nodes learn about the

topology of the network and by using the Dijkstra algorithm they find the shortest path to

every other node. A dynamic routing can be realised when the link costs depend on the

level of congestion. If a link price rule like PC1 or PC3 is used to compute the link costs,

then also for hop-by-hop routing the same metric controls the resource allocation at the

network and transport layer.

With hop-by-hop routing a single route is chosen between a source-sink pair. As a con-

sequence, when elastic traffic uses this route it consumes all available resources at the

bottleneck link and the cost of that link will increase. Hence, the shortest path between

the source-sink pair might change and traffic is re-routed. For the same reason, the link

price will increase on the bottleneck link of the new route inthe following and will de-

crease on the links of the old, now unused, route. Thus, traffic is re-routed again and

oscillations occur.

This behaviour is presented for the example discussed throughout this chapter. Firstly,

assume only source 1 sends traffic to the sink in node 6. The price rule PC3 in (4.17) is

used for rate control and routing. Furthermore, link costs are updated everytLS = 10s and

broadcasted in the network. Since the link price with PC3 is zero for non-congested links,

a static value is added to the link costs for routing. In simulations the static portion of

the link costs are set to 1. The congestion window of the source and the link prices are

depicted in Figure4.6. In the simulation the routing shows oscillations. Between0-20,

30-40, 60-70 and 80-90 seconds the route (1-2-4-6) is chosenas shortest path, whereas

between 20-30, 40-50, 70-80 and 90-100 seconds route (1-3-4-6) and between 50-60 sec-

onds route (1-3-5-6) is used.

Since all links have the same capacity, re-routing hardly affects the congestion window

in Figure4.6(a). Just when traffic is re-routed the congestion window increases because

the link prices of the new route are zero. However, as depicted in Figure4.6(b)the price

increases fast on the congested link for a large congestion window and the congestion
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Figure 4.6: Results for single-path routing with one source

window decreases rapidly again. In detail, in the time intervals 10-20, 30-40, 60-70 and

80-90 seconds the link (1-2) is the congested link and its price in Figure4.6(b)is greater

zero. Between 20-30, 50-60, 70-80 and 90-100 seconds link (1-3) is overloaded. Interest-

ingly, between 40-50 seconds the price of link (4-6) increases faster than on link (1-3).

This can happen because link (4-6) was used also by the route (1-2-4-6) in the previous

interval. Thus, with a queue size greater zero, the link price might increase faster than on

link (1-3).

With Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) traffic is distributed onroutes with the same costs.

However, this does not avoid oscillations, because traffic is distributed equally on the

routes. This can be seen for the aforementioned example of a source in node 1. If the

network is uncongested, traffic is split in node 1 equally androuted on link (1-2) and

link (1-3). However, the flow traversing node 3 is split againover link (3-4) and (3-5).

Hence, the load on link (4-6) is higher than on link (5-6), because at node 4 traffic from

node 2 and node 3 is aggregated. The link price of (4-6) is higher than on other links

and after broadcasting the new link costs traffic might be notrouted on this link and

oscillations occur in the following.

For the example with a single source no routing exists which finds the optimum of the

optimisation problem in (3.1)-(3.4). However, for the example with two sources in node 1

and sinks in node 2 and node 6, respectively, a optimal solution for single-path routing

exists. When source 1 routes traffic over (1-3-4-6) (or (1-3-5-6)) and source 2 uses (1-

2) resources are used efficiently and fair and (3.1)-(3.4) is maximised. Results for the

example with two sources are depicted in Figure4.7 and Figure4.8 for W = 1000 and

W = 2000, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Results for single-path routing with two sources (W = 1000)
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Figure 4.8: Results for single-path routing with two sources (W = 2000)
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4.5 Perfect Competition and Market Failure

These results indicate that the occurrence of oscillationsdepend on the chosen parameters.

With W = 1000 the optimal solution is found. The traffic of both sources is routed on the

link (1-2) at the start of the simulation. Hence, as depictedin Figure4.7(b)the link price

of (1-2) increases. After 10 seconds link costs are updated and traffic from node 1 to

node 6 is re-routed on link (1-3). In the following link prices on (1-2) and (1-3) as well

as the congestion windows of the two sources in Figure4.7(a)converge to the optimal

values (by considering also the RTTs).

By changing the willingness-to-pay toW = 2000 oscillations occur for this example. The

link price on (1-2) in Figure4.8(b) is larger as withW = 1000. Thus, when link costs

are updated both flows are re-routed and avoid the link (1-2).However, on the alternative

link (1-3) the price increases and oscillations occur over the whole simulation time. Also

the congestion windows in Figure4.8(a)vary considerably, because the routes have dif-

ferent round-trip times. This causes additional variations of the link prices (e.g. the peaks

at multiples of 20 seconds).

Besides the mentioned problem of route oscillations further concerns argue against dy-

namic single-path routing. For example, switching betweenroutes with different propa-

gation delays may reorder TCP packets. This may heavily affect the control of the con-

gestion window. Furthermore, with heterogeneous capacities re-routing may cause con-

gestion on links with low resources. Both problems can causeadditional instabilities of

the network.

4.5 Perfect Competition and Market Failure

The resource pricing approach depends on the same conditions as for real markets, which

are well known from economic theory (e.g. in [Dem90]). Important for this work is the

access to market information and the perfect competition. Market failures can occur if

both conditions are not satisfied.

In the first case price information has to be available to the customers. For the discussed

approach a sender obtains the price information of a route with the acknowledgements

from the receiver. Hence, a small probing rate in (4.10) for the multi-path routing is needed

to obtain these prices. For hop-by-hop routing also the routers need information about the

prices. By using a link state protocol the link costs are broadcasted. Hence, the access

to market information is available. Depending on the delaysin the network and broad-

casting intervals the information is valid or outdated. Hence, fluctuations can occur and

differences in the speed of convergence are observed in the simulations.
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The condition of perfect competition is satisfied for multi-path routing, because the link

prices converge to the market equilibrium. Since each user sends traffic over multiple

routes no link has the market power and influences the prices.This is different to the

original model, where the routing is fixed and links have a monopoly.

With single-path routing market failure occurs. In our model we assume the TCP senders

are price taking. This means they do not control prices [CW03]. But as seen in Figure4.6

users have influence on the prices. As consequence oscillations and inefficiency occur.

With hop-by-hop routing flows are not routed independently.Hence, market failure will

not disappear for a large number of users. The case, where users are not price taking but

price anticipating is studied for a similar model in [Joh04].

4.6 Conclusion

The main findings of this chapter are twofold. The simulationresults for multi-path rout-

ing show that congestion pricing is an applicable concept for the resource allocation in

networks and for the development of a combined model for ratecontrol and routing. By

sending over multiple routes in parallel the necessary price information of the different

routes is collected. Furthermore, by adapting the rate on each route gradually, also the link

prices are affected gradually. The proposed distributed algorithm converges to an efficient

and fair resource allocation.

For single-path routing different scenarios are presentedfor which oscillations and in-

efficiencies occur. In the discussed pricing model entitiesare price taking and do not

anticipate the influence of their decisions on the prices. Thus, traffic is re-routed although

link prices are affected by the own sending rate only and persistent oscillations occur.

Also with ECMP oscillations are not avoided because traffic is split equally and might be

aggregated at other links again. Even when the optimum for the global optimisation prob-

lem is achievable with single-path routing this might not bereached by the distributed

algorithm.

In conclusion, congestion pricing is suitable for a combined approach of rate control and

routing, but not with single-path routing. Hence, the following chapters will discuss con-

gestion pricing for overlay networks, where multiple routes can be used.
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Chapter 5

Resource Pricing for Peer-to-Peer

Networks

In this chapter resource pricing is applied to Peer-to-Peer(P2P) networks to ensure a fair

allocation of resources. The differences to congestion pricing in IP networks are described

and a distributed algorithm based on locally available information is proposed. Proofs for

the stability of the global optimum for the proposed algorithm are presented. The approach

is applied to P2P content distribution networks and is extended to improve the availability

of pieces in a multi-source download.

In resource pricing at the transport layer routers charge a price for the usage of their

resources and the sending agents of the users adapt their sending rates depending on the

aggregated path price. Rate control in P2P networks is different. A peer chooses freely the

peers it provides service to and allocates resources for theservice (e.g. upload bandwidth

for file-sharing applications or processor cycles for distributed computing). Therefore,

resources are used efficiently at a peer when at least one other peer requests a service

from it. However, a requesting peer is normally serviced by several providers in parallel.

Hence, its total service rate is accumulated over its providers. This causes unfairness in

the network with respect to the total service rate, where some peers are better off when

connected to a large number of service providing peers or to peers with high capacity.

In this chapter resource pricing for P2P networks is proposed to ensure fairness where

service requesting peers offer prices for a service, which they consume. Prices are only

used as a control signal for allocating the resources at a provider, whereby the achieved

performance of a serviced peer solely depends on its willingness-to-pay. In addition, if the

willingness-to-pay depends on the contributed resources of a peer, this scheme provides
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an incentive to peers. The chosen approach is based on the same global optimisation

problem as for IP networks. The proposed distributed algorithm is applied to P2P content

distribution networks, but it is valid also for other resource allocation problems (e.g. Grid

computing). This chapter is based on the ideas and results of[EK05, EK06c, EK06a,

EK07b, EK07a, EK08].

5.1 P2P Network Model

The resource allocation in P2P networks is based on the network model in Section3.1.

However, the notation is slightly changed. Thus, the globaloptimisation problem in (3.1)-

(3.4) is restated in this section in the context of P2P networks.

Consider a P2P network consisting of a set of peersP and a set of services, whereby

each peerp ∈ P is interested in one or several services and/or offers different services.

Providing a service consumes resources. In this work we concentrate on resources (e.g.

access bandwidth) which are divisible and where any allocation of resources has a benefit

for a requesting peer. We assume that the resource is scarce such that competition is

present and denote the capacity of this resource at peerp asCp.

To differentiate between service providing and service requesting peers in our mathemat-

ical model we introduce the set of service providers or servers S and the set of service

customers or clientsC. The terms server and client are also used for P2P networks. In this

context, a server is a peer which offers at least one service and a client is a peer which

requests at least one service. A peer can be a server and a client at the same time.

Since each peer has only a partial view of the whole P2P network, a service requesting

peer is not aware of all peers that provide this service, and vice versa. We define the set of

peers, which offer at least one service to the clientc as the set of serversS(c) of client c.

The other way roundC(s) is the set of the known clients of the servers. Furthermore, if

c ∈ C(s) then alsos∈ S(c) holds. The client-server architecture can be interpreted as a

special case of a P2P application where the setS(c) consists of one single server.

Suppose the utility of a clientc is defined by a utility functionUc, which depends on

the total service rateyc. Hence, similar to (3.1)-(3.4) the optimisation problem for P2P
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networks is

P2P SYSTEM :

maximise ∑
c∈C

Uc(yc) (5.1)

subject to ∑
s∈S(c)

xsc = yc, ∀c∈ C (5.2)

∑
c∈C(s)

xsc≤Cs, ∀s∈ S (5.3)

over xsc≥ 0. (5.4)

Maximising the aggregated utility of the service rateyc over all clients is the objective of

the whole system, whereyc is the total of the ratesxsc of all serverss of c. This problem

is constrained by the resource capacity at the servers.

Comparing the global optimisation problem for P2P networksto the problem in (3.1)-

(3.4) following differences can be seen. The term user becomes client. In the basic model

it makes no difference to differentiate between the sender and the sink. Each sender serves

one sink and each sink is served by one sender. Only multiple routes exist between the

sender and the sink. This is different for P2P networks. Here, each client is served by mul-

tiple servers. Thus, the objective is not with respect to a user but more precisely defined

with respect to the client. Furthermore, the P2P model takesonly the overlay network into

account. Hence, only the capacity constraints at the servers are considered.

With a concave, strictly increasing utility function both optimisation problems have a

unique optimum with respect to the total service rateyc. Furthermore, when the utility

function in (3.6) is used also for P2P networks the results in Section3.3 apply and a

weighted proportional fair resource allocation is realised. Additionally, when the P2P

network is connected also the results from Section3.4 apply. Since we use results from

Section3.4 in the following we restate them for the terminology of P2P networks: For a

connected P2P network and the utility function in (3.6) the optimum of (5.1)-(5.4) with

respect to the total download rateyc and the offered priceλc is

y∗c = ∑
s∈S(c)

x∗sc =
Wc ∑s∈SCs

∑d∈CWd
(5.5)

and

λ ∗
c =

∑d∈CWd

∑s∈SCs
, (5.6)

respectively. These results are based on (3.34), (3.35) and (3.36).
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With the logarithmic utility function in (3.6) we assume the law of diminishing returns

applies for peers. This means that the performance enhancement decreases with increas-

ing total service rate. Such a utility function represents users with elastic traffic de-

mands [She95] and is applicable when users have no delay requirements. Itis used often

for data transfers [Kel97]. Hence, it is relevant for P2P file-sharing or distributed comput-

ing without specific deadlines.

5.2 Distributed Algorithm

Identical to the procedure in Chapter4 the global optimisation problem is divided into

sub-problems. These are derived with the Lagrangian

LP2P(x,y,λ ,ν,n) =

∑
c∈C

(

Uc(yc)−λc

(

yc− ∑
s∈S(c)

xsc

))

+ ∑
s∈S

νs

(

Cs− ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc−ns

)

, (5.7)

wherens≥ 0 is the slack variable for the inequality constraint in (5.3) for servers.

For P2P networks sub-problems for the clients and servers are defined as

CLIENT c :

maximise Uc(yc)−λcyc (5.8)

over yc ≥ 0 (5.9)

SERVER s :

maximise ∑
c∈C(s)

λcxsc (5.10)

subject to ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc≤Cs (5.11)

over xsc≥ 0. (5.12)

Also the capacity constraint of the SERVER problem can be internalised and the Lagrange

function of the SERVERs is

LSERVER
s (x,λ ,νs,ns) = ∑

c∈C(s)

λcxsc+νs

(

Cs− ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc−ns

)

. (5.13)

The ratexsc is set by the servers and also the capacity constraint is related to the servers.
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Hence, we propose a primal algorithm forxsc instead of a primal-dual approach as in

Chapter4. A simple method to optimise the Lagrange function is by iterative descent

algorithms (see Section 3.2 of [BT89]). The gradient algorithm (or steepest descent) for

maximising (5.13) with respect toxsc is

xsc(t +1) = xsc(t)+ γ̃
∂LSERVER

s

∂xsc
(t) = xsc(t)+ γ̃ (λc(t)−νs(t)) , (5.14)

whereγ̃ is a positive step size. The offered priceλc is computed by setting the derivative

with respect toyc of the CLIENT problem in (5.8) to zero (compare also with (3.27)). As

in Chapter4 we use the logarithmic utility function in (3.6). To ensure a bounded price

offer if the total service rate is zero a small positive constantη is introduced. Hence,

λc(t) =
Wc

max(η,yc(t))
=

Wc

max
(

η,∑s∈S(c) xsc(t)
). (5.15)

The charged priceνs can not be derived from partial derivatives. Thus,νs is estimated by

the average offered price per unit capacity. Hence, with non-negative sending rates (5.14)

becomes

xsc(t +1) = max

(

0,xsc(t)+ γ̃
(

λc(t)−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd (t)

Cs

))

. (5.16)

An alternative is a scaled version of (5.16) where the difference between the offered and

average offered price is scaled byxsc and a positive step sizeγ. Hence,

xsc(t +1) = max

(

ε,xsc(t)+ γxsc(t)

(

λc(t)−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd (t)

Cs

))

. (5.17)

Here, the parameterε is a small positive constant. Hence, the sending ratexsc does not fall

belowε. This models a kind of probing, which is necessary to receiveinformation about

the offered price of the client.

A scaled gradient algorithm is also used for the primal algorithm in [KMT98], on which

the rule in (4.10) for the sending rate in Chapter4 is based. Furthermore, (4.10) as well

as (5.17) realise the additive increase/multiplicative decrease (AIMD) principle also used

in TCP [Jac88]. With AIMD the rate control is conservative and severe congestion (and

at worst a congestion collapse) is avoided [FF99]. The presented approach in this chapter

is extended to a TCP variant for P2P networks in Chapter6. Therefore, to realise AIMD

the scaled version of the distributed algorithm is studied in the following.
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Both rate control algorithms are interpreted from an economical perspective as follows:

Sinceλc is the price per unit bandwidth, the productxscλc is the total price which is paid

by peerc. Hence, the sum over all clients in the numerator of (5.16) and (5.17) represents

the total revenue of servers. Dividing the total revenue byCs returns the average price

serversobtains per unit capacity. If the offered price by clientc is higher than the average

price, then servers increases its upload rate toc and decreases it otherwise. The scaled

version in (5.17) additionally scales the price difference by the ratexsc. Hence, it is based

on the total price rather than the price per unit bandwidth. This model reflects a market for

service capacity where prices control the rate allocations. Since the service capacity is a

non-storable commodity the market is a spot market, where the current demand influences

the future prices.

In the following we show that the scaled gradient algorithm in (5.17) fulfils fundamental

properties for the resource allocation in a distributed environment. We derive conditions

for the efficiency of the algorithm and prove that the equilibrium point of (5.17) coincides

with the optimum of the global optimisation problem in (5.1)-(5.4). Furthermore, global

asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point is proven fora continuous model without

delays as well as a discrete model with delays.

5.2.1 Efficiency

The distributed algorithm is efficient if the total upload capacity is used. For the scaled

version in (5.17) this can be easily shown. Since any small positive number for ε is suf-

ficient to realise a probing, it is neglected in the following. This simplification is very

similar to the approach in [KV05] for joint routing and rate-control.

Theorem 1 The distributed algorithm in (5.17) fully utilises the upload capacity under

the assumption that in the previous step all resources are used. I.e.,∑c∈C(s) xsc(t) = Cs.

Proof: Summing up over all upload rates of servers

∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t +1)

= ∑
c∈C(s)

(

xsc(t)+ γxsc(t)

(

λc(t)−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t)

Cs

))

(5.18)

= ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t)+ γ

(

∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t)λc(t)−
∑c∈S(s) xsc(t)

Cs
∑

d∈C(s)

xsd(t)λd(t)

)

(5.19)
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Making use of the assumption∑c∈C(s) xsc(t) = Cs we get

∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t)+ γ

(

∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t)λc(t)−
∑c∈S(s) xsc(t)

Cs
∑

d∈C(s)

xsd(t)λd(t)

)

= ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t) (5.20)

= Cs (5.21)

Hence, the distributed algorithm is also efficient in all rate allocations when the initial

rate allocation is efficient. This can be realised by splitting the upload capacity evenly

over all connected peers at the start (under the assumption that protocols on lower layers

(e.g. TCP) allows this). Thus, the distributed algorithm produces a feasible solution with

respect to the capacity constraints in the next iteration, if the current solution is feasible.

Furthermore, a value for the step sizeγ can be computed, which ensures efficiency at each

iteration step. Denoting this step size byγe and demanding forCs = ∑c∈C(s) xsc(t +1) we

computeγe with (5.17). Thus,

Cs = ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t +1) (5.22)

= ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t)+ γe

(

1−
∑c∈C(s) xsc(t)

Cs

)

∑
d∈C(s)

xsd(t)λd(t) (5.23)

⇒ γe =
Cs

∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t)
. (5.24)

By using (5.24) the equation (5.17) reduces to

xsc(t +1) = max

(

ε,
xsc(t)λc(t)

∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t)
Cs

)

. (5.25)

Although (5.25) ensures efficiency in a continuous model, oscillations and/or instability

can occur when delayed information is used in a real environment where peers adjust

prices and service rates in discrete steps. Therefore, a smaller value forγe should be used.

By introducingγ̄ with γ̄ = γ/γe the rule for the sending rate in (5.17) becomes

xsc(t +1) =max

(

ε,xsc(t)(1− γ̄)+ γ̄
xsc(t)λc(t)

∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t)
Cs

)

, (5.26)
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whereby 0< γ̄ ≤ 1.

In the following the original version in (5.17) is used, because it is closer related to the

optimisation problems in (5.1)-(5.4) and (5.8)-(5.12) and to the distributed algorithm in

Section4 and to similar work in [KMT98, Key01, KV05]. Furthermore, it is shown by

simulations in Chapter5.3 that (5.17) shows fast convergence to an efficient solution for

different scenarios.

5.2.2 Stability

The distributed algorithm is derived from local sub-problems and these sub-problems are

derived from a global optimisation problem. Now, we show that the distributed algorithm

finds the solution of the global optimisation problem. This means, we prove firstly that the

equilibrium point of the difference equation is equal to theoptimum of the global problem

and secondly that the equilibrium point is globally asymptotically stable.

For an ordinary difference equationx(n+1) = f (x(n)) with the initial conditionx(n0) =

x0 theequilibrium point(or critical point, fixed point)x∗ is defined byf (x∗) = x∗ [Ela05].

Stability theory investigates the behaviour of the difference equation around an equi-

librium point. In this work we will discuss global asymptotic stability. An equilibrium

point x∗ is globally asymptotically stable iff (x(n)) → x∗ for n→ ∞ for any initial con-

dition x0 [Ela05]. Many different approaches exist to prove stability of a system. Here,

we will follow a procedure similar to the one used in the congestion pricing literature for

TCP-like algorithms. Here, stability was shown on different levels of abstraction. Firstly,

it is proven for a continuous model without delays [KMT98] and secondly for a discrete

model with delays [JT01]. Considering delays makes the stability proof more difficult and

frequently additional assumptions are made.

In the following we will determine the equilibrium point of the scaled distributed algo-

rithm. Like in Section5.2.1the influence ofε is also neglected here. Additionally, also any

small positive number forη is sufficient. Therefore, alsoη is neglected in the following.

Theorem 2 The equilibrium point(y∗,λ ∗) of the system (5.15) and (5.17) is identical to

the solution of the global optimisation problem in (5.5) and (5.6) for a connected network.

Proof: Assumingx∗sc(t) > ε the equilibrium point of (5.17) is obtained when the

termxsc(t +1)−xsc(t) is equal zero.
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Hence,

0 = γx∗sc(t)

(

λ ∗
c (t)−

∑d∈C(s) x∗sd(t)λ ∗
d (t)

Cs

)

(5.27)

⇒Cs =
∑d∈C(s) x∗sdλ ∗

d

λ ∗
c

. (5.28)

By summing up over all servers and using (5.15)

∑
s∈S

Cs = ∑
s∈S

∑d∈C(s) xsdλ ∗
d

λ ∗
c

(5.29)

=
y∗c
Wc

∑
d∈C

Wd (5.30)

⇒ y∗c =
Wc ∑s∈SCs

∑d∈CWd
. (5.31)

Hence, the equilibrium pointy∗c of the total service rate is equal to (5.5). Furthermore,

inserting (5.31) into (5.15) we get the price offer in equilibrium

λ ∗
c = λ ∗ =

∑d∈CWd

∑s∈SCs
, (5.32)

which is identical to (5.6).

Furthermore, the equilibrium point is efficient, because with (5.28) and (5.32) we get

Cs = ∑
d∈C(s)

x∗sd. (5.33)

The claim of global asymptotic stability of the equilibriumpoint in (5.31) and (5.32) is

based on a Lyapunov function for a continuous model without delays. The same idea is

also used in [KMT98] for a rate control algorithm at the transport layer. Suppose a system

has an equilibrium point at the origin. Briefly, Lyapunov’s method says the equilibrium

point is asymptotically stable if there exists a functionV(x) that is positive definite∗ and

the partial derivativėV along the trajectories of the system is negative definite. Itis glob-

ally asymptotically stable if additionallyV(x)→∞ if x→∞ (see Theorem 9.6.1 in [BD92]

and Chapter 4 in [Kha00] for details).

Based on the difference equation (5.17) the differential equation for a continuous model

∗V is positive definite on some domainD if V(0) = 0 andV(x) > 0 for all other points inD. It is negative
definite ifV(0) = 0 andV(x) < 0 for all other points inD [BD92]
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is given by
d
dt

xsc(t) = γxsc(t)

(

λc(t)−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd (t)

Cs

)

. (5.34)

We prove asymptotic stability in two steps. This means, stability is shown for the total

service rate provided by a service providers (i.e.zs = ∑c∈C(s) xsc) followed by a proof for

the total service rateyc of a customerc. We define the differential equation with respect

to the total service rate provided by a peer as

d
dt

zs(t) = ∑
c∈C(s)

d
dt

xsc(t) . (5.35)

The convergence of (5.35) to (5.33) is proven in Theorem3.

Theorem 3 Considering the differential equation (5.35) the unique equilibrium point

z∗s = ∑c∈C(s) x∗sc= Cs is globally asymptotically stable for all s∈ S.

Proof: The function

V(z) = ∑
s∈S

1
2

(Cs−zs)
2 (5.36)

is a positive definite function, which is zero if the total service rate of each server is equal

its capacity. I.e., at the equilibrium point only. Furthermore, if z→ ∞ thenV(z)→ ∞. The

derivative ofV(z) along the trajectories of the differential equation is

V̇(z) = ∑
s∈S

∂V(z)
∂zs

·
dzs(t)

dt
(5.37)

= − ∑
s∈S

(Cs−zs(t)) ∑
c∈C(s)

γxsc(t)

(

λc(t)−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t)

Cs

)

(5.38)

= −γ ∑
s∈S

(Cs−zs(t)) ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t)λc(t)

(

1−
∑d∈C(s) xsc(t)

Cs

)

(5.39)

= −γ ∑
s∈S

Cs

(

1−
zs(t)
Cs

)2

∑
c∈C(s)

xsc(t)λc(t) (5.40)

≤ 0

The equation (5.40) is a negative definite function, which is zero at the equilibrium point

only. Hence, (5.36) provides a strict Lyapunov function for the differential equation (5.35)

and the equilibrium pointz∗s = Cs, ∀s∈ S is globally asymptotically stable.
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We have proven in Theorem1 that the distributed algorithm remains efficient if it is ef-

ficient in the preceding update step. Furthermore, we have shown in Theorem3 that the

efficient equilibrium point is globally asymptotically stable. We use these two results in

the following.

Theorem 4 Considering the system (5.15) and (5.34) the unique equilibrium point (5.31)

and (5.32) is asymptotically stable for a connected network under theassumption that

z= (zs|zs = Cs,s∈ S) in all iteration steps.

Proof: The function

V(y) = ∑
c∈C

(Wc lny∗c −Wc lnyc) (5.41)

is a positive definite function, if∑c∈C(s) xsc ≤ Cs, ∀s∈ S. It is zero at the equilibrium

point only. The derivative ofV(y) along the trajectories of the differential equation is

V̇(y) = − ∑
c∈C

∂V(y)
∂yc

·
dyc(t)

dt
(5.42)

= − ∑
c∈C

Wc

yc(t)
∑

s∈S(c)

γxsc(t)

(

λc(t)−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t)

Cs

)

. (5.43)

By inserting (5.15) into (5.43) we get

V̇(y) = −γ ∑
c∈C

∑
s∈S(c)

λ 2
c (t)xsc(t)+ γ ∑

s∈S

(

∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t)
)2

Cs
(5.44)

= −γ ∑
c∈C

∑
s∈S(c)

λ 2
c (t)xsc(t)

(

1−
xsc(t)

Cs

)

+ γ ∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C(s)

∑
d∈C(s)\{c}

xsc(t)λc(t)xsd(t)λd(t)
Cs

.

(5.45)

By addingλ 2
c (t)xsc(t)∑d∈C(s)\{c} xsd(t)/Cs to every provider-customer pair in the first

part of (5.45) and subtracting the same term from the second part

V̇(y) = −γ ∑
c∈C

∑
s∈S(c)

λ 2
c (t)xsc(t)

(

1−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)

Cs

)

+ γ ∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C(s)

∑
d∈C(s)\{c}

(

xsc(t)λc(t)xsd(t)λd(t)
Cs

−λ 2
c (t)xsc(t)

xsd(t)
Cs

)

(5.46)
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and

V̇(y) = −γ ∑
c∈C

∑
s∈S(c)

λ 2
c (t)xsc(t)

(

1−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)

Cs

)

− γ ∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C(s)

∑
d∈C(s)\{c}

xsc(t)xsd(t)
2Cs

(λc(t)−λd(t))
2 . (5.47)

Finally, based on the assumption thatzs(t) = ∑d∈C(s) xsd(t) = Cs the equation (5.47) be-

comes

V̇(y) = −γ ∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C(s)

∑
d∈C(s)\{c}

xsc(t)xsd(t)
2Cs

(λc(t)−λd(t))
2 (5.48)

≤ 0

Equation (5.48) is a negative definite function. It is only zero, ifλc(t) = λd(t) holds for

all clients of all servers, i.e. at the equilibrium point in (5.32). Hence, (5.41) provides

a strict Lyapunov function for the system (5.15) and (5.34) and the unique equilibrium

point (5.31) and (5.32) is asymptotically stable.

5.2.3 Delay Stability

The convergence of the distributed algorithm is affected byasynchronous updates of the

peers and delayed price and rate information. Thus, additionally to the results in Sec-

tion 5.2.2for a continuous model without delays the stability for a discrete model with

delays is studied. Assume each peer updates its sending rates or price offers each time

intervalT and peers are not synchronised. Hence, a server uses delayedprice information

from its clients and a client uses delayed sending rates to compute its price offer. Commu-

nication delays between the peers are not explicitly considered in the following, because

it is assumed that communication delays are much smaller than the time intervalT. For

example, in the context of P2P content distribution networks discussed in Section5.4 a

time intervalT = 10s is used. This is the default parameter in BitTorrent and the end-to-

end delay between peers in the Internet is in the general casein the order of tenth and

hundreds of milliseconds.

Also for discrete models with delays different methods can be used to prove the stability

of an equilibrium point. Often control theory is applied andthe problem is transformed

to the Laplace domain [JT01, Zim05]. In our model, we assume variables are updated

per time interval. Hence, the delay between peers is bounded. This simplifies the stability
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proof. In [BT89] different algorithms and their convergence are discussed. We will use

one proposition from [BT89] to prove the stability of the proposed distributed algorithm

with delayed price and rate information in this work.

The following proof is based on (5.26) and is generalised to (5.17). As in previous sections

the influence ofε andη is neglected in the following. Assumeτsc andτcs are the time

intervals between update steps of the serversand the clientc and vice versa. Furthermore,

T = τsc+ τcs and the asynchronous version of (5.26) and (5.15) is

xsc(t +T) =max

(

ε,xsc(t)(1− γ̄)+ γ̄
xsc(t)λc(t + τsc)

∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t + τsd)
Cs

)

(5.49)

and

λc(t + τsc) =
Wc

max

(

η,
1
T

∑s∈S(c) xsc(t−T)τcs+xsc(t)τsc

) , (5.50)

respectively. Each peer runs an update once during time interval T and the price infor-

mation and sending rates used by any peer is delayed by at mostT time units. Thus, by

adapting the rate with (5.49) rate information from other peers that are implicitly usedin

the price information is delayed by at most 2T and the delay is bounded. Hence, the dis-

tributed algorithm belongs to the class of partially asynchronous algorithms discussed in

Chapter 7 of [BT89]. Here, the authors show in Proposition 2.2 that partial asynchronous

algorithms defined by

f (x) = (1− γ)x+ γh(x) (5.51)

with γ ∈ (0,1) converge to an equilibrium or fixed point if the following assumptions hold

for the functionh(x):

Assumption 2.1[BT89, p.490]

(a) The set of fixed pointsX∗ = {x∈ R
n |h(x) = x} is nonempty.

(b) The functionh(x) is continuous.

(c) The functionh(x) is nonexpansive, that is, it satisfies

‖h(x)−x∗‖∞ ≤ ‖x−x∗‖∞

and
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Assumption 2.2[BT89, p.492]

(a) The set of fixed pointsX∗ is convex.

(b) Define the set of indices of coordinates ofx that are farthest away fromx∗ as

I(x;x∗) = {i | |xi −x∗i | = ‖x−x∗‖∞} .

Additionally, define a set of vectorsy that agree withx in the components that are

farthest away fromx∗ as

U(x;x∗) = { y∈ R
n |yi = xi ∀i ∈ I(x;x∗),

and |yi −x∗i | < ‖x−x∗‖∞ ∀i /∈ I(x;x∗)} .

For everyx ∈ R
n andx∗ ∈ X∗ such that‖x− x∗‖∞ = g(x) > 0, there exists some

i ∈ I(x;x∗) such thathi(y) 6= yi for all y∈U(x;x∗).

Proposition 2.2 from [BT89] is used in the following. Like in Section5.2.2we present the

convergence proof for the total upload ratezs of servers and the total download rateyc

of client c in two separate steps. Analogue to Theorem1 it is provable that also (5.26) is

efficient in all succeeding update steps if the current update step is efficient. Hence, the

two step approach is applicable.

Theorem 5 The sequence{z(t)} generated by the partial asynchronous iteration z(t +

T) =
(

zs(t +T) |zs(t +T) = ∑c∈C(s) xsc(t +T), s∈ S
)

with xsc(t + T) defined in (5.49)

converges to z∗ = (zs|zs = Cs,s∈ S).

Proof: The set of fixed points consists of the unique fixed pointz∗ = (Cs,s∈ S).

Hence, the set is nonempty and convex†. Assumption 2.1(a) and Assumption 2.2(a) hold.

Furthermore, by neglectingε and using (5.49) zs reduces to

zs(t +T) = zs(t)(1− γ̄)+ γ̄Cs. (5.52)

With h(z) = (Cs,s∈ S) the functionh(z) is a constant function which is defined over all

real numbers. Hence it is continuous and Assumption 2.1(b) is fulfilled. The maximum

norm ||h(z)− z∗||∞ is zero andh(z) satisfies Assumption 2.1(c) and Assumption 2.2(b).

Hence, Proposition 2.2 in [BT89] is applicable andz(t) converges toz∗ = (Cs,s∈ S).

†A setX is convex if for anyx1, x2 ∈ X and anyθ with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, we haveθx1 + (1− θ )x2 ∈ X
[BV06]. Hence, a set consisting of a single element is always convex.
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Theorem 6 The sequence{y(t)} generated by the partial asynchronous algorithm y(t +

T) =
(

yc(t +T) |yc(t +T) = ∑s∈S(c) xsc(t +T), c∈ C
)

with xsc(t +T) defined in (5.49)

andλc(t + τsc) defined in (5.50) converges for a connected network to (5.31) and (5.32)

under the assumption that the willingness-to-pay for each client is integral and z=

(zs|zs = Cs,s∈ S) holds in each iteration step.

Proof: The set of fixed points consists of the unique fixed pointy∗ defined in (5.31).

Hence, the set is nonempty and convex. Assumption 2.1(a) andAssumption 2.2(a) hold.

Furthermore, by neglectingε and using (5.49) yc reduces to

yc(t +T) = yc(t)(1− γ̄)+ γ̄ ∑
s∈S(c)

xsc(t)λc(t + τsc)
Cs

∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd(t + τsd)
. (5.53)

With the assumptionz =
(

∑d∈C(s) xsd,s∈ S
)

= (Cs,s∈ S) the fraction in (5.53) is the

inverse of an average ofλ weighted byx. Denote the weighted average of the price offers

at servers with λ̄s and

λ̄s =
∑d∈C(s) xsdλd

∑d∈C(s) xsd
=

∑d∈C(s) xsdλd

Cs
. (5.54)

According (5.51) and with (5.54) h(y) for (5.53) is

h(y) = (hc(y),c∈ C) =

(

∑
s∈S(c)

xscλc

λ̄s
,c∈ C

)

. (5.55)

Assumption 2.1(b) is fulfilled, becauseh(y) in (5.55) is a continuous function.

In the following a clientc is modelled asWc distinct sub-clients. Denote the total rate of

sub-clienti of clientc asyi
c and the corresponding price offer is computed withλ i

c = 1/yi
c.

If rates are initialised withxi
sc = xsc/Wc then the total rate of clientyc is

yc(t +T) =
Wc

∑
i=1

yi
c(t +T) = Wcy

i
c(t +T). (5.56)

Hence, a clientc with a willingness-to-pay ofWc behaves likeWc sub-clients and without

loss of generality it is sufficient to prove the assumptions for peers with a willingness-to-

pay ofWc = 1, ∀c∈ C.

For a network with a uniform willingness-to-pay the peer with the maximal total down-
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load rateyc in the network has also the minimal price offerλc and vice versa. Furthermore,

‖h(y)−y∗‖∞ = max
c∈C

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑
s∈S(c)

xscλc

λ̄s
−y∗c

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ ‖y−y∗‖∞ (5.57)

holds, because scaling byλc/λ̄s will increase the rate ofc if it is smaller than the rate in

equilibrium, or decrease it when it is larger. By using a weighted average for scaling the

total download rate will not fall into the other extreme and the inequality in (5.57) holds.

Hence,h(y) satisfies Assumption 2.1(c).

Furthermore, we prove Assumption 2.2(b) by contradiction.If Assumption 2.2(b) fails

to hold, then for everyc in I(y,y∗) = {c| |yc−y∗c| = ||y−y∗||∞}, there exists a vector

y′ ∈U(y,y∗) with hc(y′) = y′c. Equivalently,

∑
s∈S(c)

x′scλ ′
c

λ̄ ′
s

= ∑
s∈S(c)

x′sc. (5.58)

Sinceλ ′
c = λc is the extreme value in the network the equality in (5.58) holds only ifλ ′

c =

λ̄ ′
s, ∀s∈ S(c). However, for a connected network withz= (Cs,s∈ S) this is only true if

λd = λ ∗, ∀d∈C and the algorithm converged to the fixed point. Hence,‖h(y)−y∗‖∞ = 0,

which contradicts the initial condition in Assumption 2.2(b). We conclude thath(y) in

(5.55) satisfies Assumption 2.2(b).

We have proven that the system (5.49) and (5.50) converges for 0< γ̄ < 1. Furthermore,

we can generalise the convergence proof also to the partial asynchronous version of (5.17)

and (5.15). From (5.24) it is easily seen that the partial asynchronous algorithm of (5.17)

and (5.15) converges if

0 < γs(t +T) < Γs(t +T) =
Cs

∑c∈C(s) xsc(t)λc(t + τsc)
. (5.59)

Since the variables are locally available convergence can be ensured in a distributed envi-

ronment.

5.3 Evaluation

In this section we present simulation results for the proposed distributed algorithm. Start-

ing with validating the stability condition from the last section, results for different sce-

narios are presented. Large P2P networks as well as dynamicsin the peer population with
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different churn rates are studied. The termchurn is frequently used in the P2P literature

and stands for the continuous process of the arrival and departure of peers [RGRK04].

For clarity we summarise the proposed distributed algorithm in Algorithm 1 and denote

it as Resource Pricing (RP). Here,T is the time interval between consecutive updates of

Algorithm 1 Resource Pricing (RP)

CLIENT c :

λc(t + τsc) =
Wc

max

(

η,
1
T

∑s∈S(c) xsc(t−T)τcs+xsc(t)τsc

) (5.60)

SERVER s :

xsc(t +T) = max

(

ε,xsc(t)+ γxsc(t)

(

λc(t + τsc)−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)λd (t + τsd)

Cs

))

(5.61)

the sending rates andτsc andτcs the time interval between update steps at the serversand

clientc and vice versa.

5.3.1 Basic functionality

To validate the stability condition from Section5.2.3a simple example similar to the one

discussed in Section3.4.1is studied. Assume three client peers and two server peers are

present in the P2P network and clients are interested in a service, which is offered by the

servers. Furthermore, clients and servers are connected according the bipartite graph in

Figure5.1, which is identical to Figure3.4(b). Assume service rates on a connection areYZY[Y\
]Z
][

Figure 5.1: Bipartite graph of a small P2P network

set initially toxsc= 1 andη = ε = 1 and the update interval isT = 1. To validate the result

in (5.59) by simulation we set the capacity of the two servers and the willingness-to-pay
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(a) γs = 0.5Γs
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(b) γs = 0.9Γs
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(c) γs = Γs
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(d) γs = Γs (random delays)

Figure 5.2: Validation of the stability condition in Eq. (5.59)

of all clients toC = 100 andW = 100, respectively. The total service rateyc of the three

clients is depicted in Figure5.2 for different values ofγ. Figure5.2(a)-5.2(c)depict the

results forτsc = T. This means, the rates used to compute the offered prices aredelayed

by the maximal value ofT, whereas the price offers are available at the servers imme-

diately. As determined analytically in (5.59) the total rate of the three clients converges

for γs < Γs to the optimal value ofy≈ 66.7. With an increasing value ofγ the algorithm

converges faster to an efficient solution, i.e. with respectto the total upload rate. It takes

22 and 8 iterations until the total upload capacity is allocated withγs = 0.5Γs and 0.9Γs,

respectively. However, convergence is faster for smaller values ofγ with respect toyc. In

agreement with (5.59) oscillations occur forγs = Γs in Figure5.2(c). However, as depicted

in Figure5.2(d), for which the delays between the peers are chosen as random variables

between 0 andT, rates might converge to an equilibrium point also withγs = Γs.
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(a) W = 100,C = 100
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(b) W = (10,30,60), C = (75,25)

Figure 5.3: Resource Pricing with step sizeγ = 0.1

Further simulation results are depicted in Figure5.3 for γ = 0.1. Also with this step

size rates converge to the optimal values. For a homogeneouswillingness-to-pay in Fig-

ure 5.3(a)all clients received the same total rate in equilibrium. In Figure 5.3(b) peers

have different parameters. Client 1, 2 and 3 have a willingness-to-pay of 10, 30 and 60,

respectively, and server 1 and 2 have a capacity of 25 and 75, respectively. Since the total

capacity and the total willingness-to-pay in the network each sums up to 100 the rate for

each client in Figure5.3(b) is equal to its willingness-to-pay and agrees with (5.31). A

step size ofγ = 0.1 proved to be a good compromise between convergence speed and

stability in all conducted simulations and is used in the following.

The resource pricing algorithm is studied for dynamics in the peer population in the fol-

lowing. Assume two servers withC = 100 and a varying number of clients are present in

the network. Similar to the example in Figure5.1three types of clients are differentiated:

Type 1 is connected to servers1, Type 2 is connected tos1 ands2, and Type 3 is connected

to s2. Peers run the update algorithm every 1 s.

The client population is varied according Figure5.4(a), where the start and end times of

a total 12 peers are specified. Additionally, to avoid synchronous rate control a random

offset between 0 and 1 seconds is added to the start time of each peer. The results of the

simulation are depicted in Figure5.4(b).

The plots of the rates for the serviced peers match well between 0 s and 750 s with each

other. Although Type 2 clients make use of the available resources faster than other peers,

the rates converge fast to a fair share of the total capacity for all peers in each interval.

Between 0 s and 250 s six customers are active getting a rate of33.3. When another six
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Figure 5.4: Example with 2 servers and 12 clients
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peers enter the network the rate converges fast to the fair share of 16.7 and it increases

again to 33.3 when six peers leave the network at 500 s.

At 750 s all clients of Type 3 leave the network. Now, only Type2 clients are connected

to s2 and their rates increase in the following. Since the price offers of the Type 2 clients

decrease, servers1 increases the rates for Type 1 clients. The total rates converge in the

following to a fair share of 50 for all active clients. The convergence is slower in this case

as compared to the previous intervals, because the rate adjustment slows down when it is

near zero as it is the case for servers1 and peers of Type 2.

5.3.2 Large-scale Simulations

For the simulations with a large and varying number of peers we model the peer behaviour

as a Poisson process, where the interarrival times between peers and the session times of

peers are negative exponentially distributed. Denote the mean interarrival time and mean

session time asTarr andTses, respectively. The average number of peers in the network

can be computed withPave= Tses/Tarr .

When a new peer enters the network it connects to a random subset of NR peers. But the

number of connections to other peers does not remain constant since remote peers leave

the network and new peers connect to this peer. Furthermore,a peer can be disconnected

from the network when all its neighbours go offline. In this case the peer obtains a new

random subset in our simulation. Additionally, we assume all peers are interested in each

other, except in itself.

We measure the Weighted Fairness Index (WFI) in (3.8) over the simulation time of

10000 s. A peer acts as a service provider and customer at the same time. Therefore, it

adjusts its service rates as well as its price offer at the same time. The willingness-to-pay

is set to the service capacity of a peer since it reflects its contribution to the network.

Hence, the resource allocation is fair when the total rate ofeach peer is equal to its own

capacity.

Two cases are considered. In the first case (denoted aseq. C) all peers have a capacity

of C = 100. In the second case (diff. C) the capacity of a peer is an integer determined

uniform randomly between 1 and 100.

The simulation results are depicted in Figure5.5 for a mean interarrival time and mean

session time ofTarr = 10s andTses= 1000s, respectively, andNR = 10. With this peer

behaviour the average number of peers in the network is 100.
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Figure 5.5: WFI for varying P2P network (Tarr = 10s,Tses= 1000s,NR = 10)

In Figure5.5 RP denotes the resource pricing algorithm. For comparison,the results for

the algorithmequal-splitare shown, where a peer divides its capacity equally over its

connections. As it can be seen from Figure5.5 resource pricing outperforms the equal-

split algorithm and is very close to the optimal fairness value of 1. The differences be-

tween both algorithms are larger when peers have different capacities. Hence, with the

equal-split algorithm the allocation of resources is far from being fair contrary to resource

pricing where the fairness index is over 0.95 all the time.

Also when the capacities of all the peers are equal the differences between both algorithms

are clearly visible. An equal split is not as fair as resourcepricing because peers maintain

different numbers of connections to other peers.

Further results with resource pricing for different interarrival times and session times are

summarised in Table5.1for peers with different capacities. Simulations were run for net-

works with an average population of 100 and 1000 peers each with two different pairs

of interarrival and session times. Each simulation lasts for 100000 s and was replicated

10 times per parameter set. The Weighted Fairness Index is computed every second. In

Table5.1 fw denotes the average Weighted Fairness Index over simulation time and the

different runs. Furthermore,σ fw denotes the standard deviation of the measured WFI val-

ues.

In all simulations the WFI is above 0.9 indicating a fair resource allocation in the P2P

network. The index decreases with a decreasing number of connections between peers
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Pave Tarr Tses NR fw σ fw

100 1 100
5 0.90 0.028
10 0.96 0.014

100 10 1000
5 0.96 0.037
10 0.99 0.007

1000 1 1000
5 0.96 0.013
10 0.99 0.004

1000 10 10000
5 0.96 0.027
10 0.99 0.004

Table 5.1:WFI for Resource Pricing with different P2P populations

(compare the results forNR = 5 with NR = 10). This may be reasoned as follows. Some

degree of unfairness can occur when all providers of a specific customer cannot raise the

service rate, which is entitled to this customer. This case is more probable for smaller

values ofNR.

Furthermore, the decrease of the WFI for highly dynamic networks is small as it can be

seen from the results for an interarrival time of 1 s and session time of 100 s. Since the

proposed algorithm shows a good performance in different scenarios, it is applied to a

specific P2P application in the following

5.4 Bandwidth Trading in P2P CDNs

The proposed resource pricing algorithm is applicable for the allocation of resources in

P2P networks, where a service is offered and requested by several peers at the same time.

It is only assumed that the service is divisible and any rate allocation has a value of benefit

for the corresponding peer. Hence, it can be used to allocatethe upload bandwidth in file-

sharing applications or the processor cycles in Grid computing architectures.

In this section we apply the algorithm to a P2P content distribution network with multi-

source download (swarming). As discussed in Section2.3.1with multi-source download

the file of interest is fragmented into pieces. Peers exchange different pieces with each

other and have to complete only a single piece to contribute upload bandwidths to the

network. Therefore, the resources in the P2P network are used more efficiently and the

network depends not solely on the altruistic or cooperativebehaviour of the peers. The

swarming principle rather exploits the two-way interest ofpeers in different pieces, which

the other one provides. Since most of the peers behave selfishly and are interested in max-

imising their own download rates, the mutual interest results in peers, which bargain for
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bandwidth with each other. Hence, the swarming principle supports also content distribu-

tion in a non-cooperative environment and reduces the problem of free-riding [AH00].

As an example of P2P content distribution we look at the BitTorrent protocol [Coh03]

where a peer uploads to others from which it receives the highest download rates. This

strategy is inspired by the tit-for-tat principle that is well known from game theory. Here,

a player adopts the strategy, which his opponent used in the previous round. By cooperat-

ing in the first step the tit-for-tat strategy proved very effective in the repeated prisoner’s

dilemma [Osb04]. Unfortunately, simulation-based studies for BitTorrent reveal a high

variability in the download rates [IUKB+04] and unfairness in terms of the ratio of up-

loaded to downloaded data [BHP05]. This means that some peers are better off by using

the tit-for-tat strategy than the others.

These results raise two questions. Firstly, from the user perspective: Does another strat-

egy exist which outperforms BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat strategy? This means with such kind

of strategy a user can increase his download performance. Since the total capacity in the

network is finite this happens at the expense of others. Secondly, from the angle of a

protocol designer: Does a strategy exist which ensures fairness between peers although

peers behave selfishly? In this section we will show that the proposed resource pricing

algorithm is the answer to the second question. Additionally, we present a modification,

denoted as reciprocal rate control, which uses implicit prices and compare both to BitTor-

rent’s tit-for-tat mechanism.

Frequently, prices (virtual or monetary) are used as an incentive in non-cooperative en-

vironments. Approaches like [ACM04] and [GLBML01] study payment mechanisms for

P2P file-sharing. In these works a peer gets paid for providing a specific file to a remote

peer and with the so earned credits it can request a file at another peer. The discussed

pricing mechanisms in this work are different from the aforementioned. With resource

pricing each peer receives a virtual payment for uploading data to others. These payments

control the sending rates in the future. Peers with higher price offers will receive higher

rates whereas the rate will decrease for peers with lower price offers. Furthermore, the to-

tal payment a peer can afford is limited to its own upload capacity. In the modified pricing

algorithm peers use their download rates from other peers asthe payment information.

Thus, no explicit pricing must be implemented in the protocol.

It should be noted that a trading scheme is only one of the building blocks of a P2P

protocol. Since every peer starts with no piece at the beginning a good implementation

has to ensure that new peers have a decent chance to finish their first piece fast. Therefore,

altruistic behaviour of some peers is essential or further incentive mechanisms are needed
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in the network (e.g. based on the reputation of peers).

Furthermore, the selection of pieces to download is important for the future exchange with

other peers. The BitTorrent protocol implements a rarest-first strategy where each peer de-

termines the rarest piece of its neighbours and requests this piece if available. Different

papers show the efficiency of this model analytically [QS04] or by simulation [BHP05].

Furthermore, new coding schemes resolve the piece selection problem [GR05]. By ex-

changing linear combinations of all the pieces a peer stores, the probability that two peers

have nothing of interest for the other one is reduced significantly. This section concen-

trates on the discussion and the detailed comparison of different trading schemes. The

piece selection is incorporated into the approach in Section 5.5.

5.4.1 Trading Schemes

Trading schemes give peers an incentive to contribute bandwidth to the P2P content dis-

tribution network. Hence, peers can maximise their own download rates by appropriately

allocating their upload bandwidths and free-riding is decreased and/or avoided in the net-

work. An example is the game theoretical approach in BitTorrent. It is compared to the

resource pricing algorithm in (5.60)-(5.61) as well as to a modified pricing scheme that

uses implicit price information. Both pricing algorithms use rate control at the application

layer. In a real implementation this can be realised by the application putting different

amounts of data into the socket buffers of the TCP connections. A more sophisticated

approach is to schedule the traffic directly at the queue of the network interface card, e.g.

with Linux Traffic Control [HGM+]. Furthermore, a combined approach of rate control

at the application and the transport layer is discussed in Chapter6.

BitTorrent’s Tit-for-Tat

The incentive mechanism in BitTorrent is a tit-for-tat strategy. It is outlined in detail in

Section2.3.1. Briefly, the important points are repeated here. In BitTorrent each peer con-

trols to whom it uploads data. To select a peer for an upload iscalled unchoking. A peer

uploads by default to the four remote peers from which it receives the highest down-

load rates. This peer selection is revised every 10 seconds.When a peer has completed

the download of the file, unchoking is based on the upload rateto a remote peer rather

than the download rate. An exception is run every 30 seconds,where a peer is unchoked

independently of its rate. This is called an optimistic unchoke.
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The unchoking algorithm of BitTorrent gives peers an incentive to upload data to the

network since it increases the chance to be unchoked by others with increasing upload

capacity. Analytical models of BitTorrent’s incentive mechanism are presented in [QS04,

TC05]. In their simplified models global information is assumed,i.e. the peers know the

upload bandwidth of all other peers. In this case an optimistic unchoke is needless and the

peer selection achieves an equilibrium [TC05]. Peers form groups with a group size equal

to the number of unchokes plus one. Furthermore, groups consist of peers with similar

upload bandwidth depending on the descending order of the bandwidth (see [TC05] for

details). Hence, the download rate of a peer depends not onlyon the upload bandwidth but

also on its ratio to the bandwidth of other peers in the network. Thus, peers with the same

upload bandwidth can be members in different groups and achieve different download

rates. Further on, the peers with the lowest upload bandwidths form a group which can be

smaller than the other groups.

Resource Pricing

The resource pricing algorithm in (5.60)-(5.61) can be used in P2P content distribution

networks, where the willingness-to-pay is set to the uploadbandwidth of a peer. Hence,

Wq = Cq for peerq and the total download rate in steady-state in (5.31) becomes

y∗q =
Cq ∑p∈PCp

∑c∈CCc
, (5.62)

whereP is the set of peers in the network andC is the set of peers which currently are

downloading the file. This model gives peers an incentive to contribute to the network

since a peer with a high upload capacity can offer higher prices than others and therefore

receives a higher download rate.

Reciprocal Rate Control

The resource pricing algorithm assumes the correct signalling of the price offers. Thus, an

implementation must ensure that malicious users cannot forge their price offers to obtain

higher download rates. When this is not possible in a specificapplication, an upload rate

control algorithm can only be based on the download rates of the connected peers (like

in BitTorrent). This means a peer is only willing to provide upload bandwidth to another

peer when it receives in return bandwidth from it.
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In the context of pricing mechanisms the download rates can be interpreted as the price

a remote peer is willing to pay for the upload bandwidth allocated to it. In the resource

pricing algorithm the total price paid to peerp by a remote peerq for the allocation of

the ratexpq is the productxpqλq. Hence, by replacingxpqλq with the ratexqp in (5.61)

we obtain the Algorithm2‡. Here, the setN (p) denotes the set of neighbours of peerp.

Algorithm 2 Reciprocal Rate Control (RRC)

Peer p :

xpq(t +1) = max

(

0,xpq(t)+ γ
(

xqp(t)−xpq(t)
∑r∈N (p) xrp(t)

Cp

))

(5.63)

Since it uses the rate as implicit price we denote it as Reciprocal Rate Control (RRC).

Similar to the results in Section5.2.1and5.2.2for resource pricing we present proofs for

the efficiency and fairness of the equilibrium point of reciprocal rate control.

Theorem 7 The equilibrium point x∗ of the distributed algorithm in (5.63) finds an effi-

cient and weighted fair resource allocation, if it is feasible.

Proof: The equilibrium point of (5.63) is obtained ifxpq(t +T)−xpq(t) = 0. Hence,

0 = γ
(

x∗qp−x∗pq
∑r∈N (p) x∗rp

Cp

)

(5.64)

⇒ x∗pq =
Cp

∑r∈N (p) x∗rp
x∗qp (5.65)

and by summing up over all upload rates of peerp

∑
q∈N (p)

x∗pq = Cp. (5.66)

Equation (5.66) implies that in equilibrium the total upload rate of a peer is equal its

upload capacity. With (5.65) we can compute the total download ratey∗p of peer p in

‡For the sake of simplicity we omit to state delays in the algorithm. Similar to Algorithm1 delays can
be taken into account. The presented results in Theorem7 and Theorem8 hold also for the delayed version
of Algorithm 2.
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equilibrium by

y∗p = ∑
q∈N (p)

x∗qp = Cp
x∗qp

x∗pq
, ∀q∈ N (p). (5.67)

Equation (5.67) holds for all neighbours of peerp. Hence, the fraction of total download

rate to upload capacity is equal for two peers, if they have a common neighbour. Hence,

y∗p/Cp = y∗q/Cq holds for peersp and q, if a peerr exists withr ∈ N (p)∧ r ∈ N (q).

Furthermore, forr ∈N (p) also
y∗p
Cp

= Cr
y∗r

holds.

Similar to the derivation of the optimum for the parallel bottleneck model in Section3.4

a bipartite graph can be composed of the sets of uploading anddownloading peers, which

are identical in this case. An edge denotes a bandwidth allocation greater zero. If the

bipartite graph is connected, it holds

x∗qp = x∗pq, ∀q∈N (p) (5.68)

and

y∗p = ∑
q∈N (p)

x∗qp = Cp. (5.69)

Thus, in equilibrium a peer uses its full upload bandwidth (see (5.66)) and downloads

from a specific peer with the same rate as it is uploading (see (5.68)). Furthermore, the

total download rate over all connections is equal to the upload capacity of the peer (see

(5.69)).

Additionally, we show in Theorem8 that the reciprocal rate control algorithm fully utilises

the upload capacity under the assumption that in the previous step all resources are used.

Theorem 8 If ∑q∈N (p) xpq(t) = Cp holds, the distributed algorithm in (5.63) is efficient

in all succeeding update steps.

Proof: By summing up over all upload rates of peerp

∑
q∈N (p)

xqp(t +1) = ∑
q∈N (p)

(

xpq(t)+ γ
(

xqp(t)−xpq(t)
∑r∈N (p) xrp(t)

Cp

))

(5.70)

= Cp+ γ

(

∑
q∈N (p)

xqp(t)−Cp
∑r∈N (p) xrp(t)

Cp

)

(5.71)

= Cp (5.72)
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This concludes the proof of efficiency.

Thus, when we start with an initial rate allocation which is efficient all following rate

allocations are efficient as well. The reciprocal rate control algorithm is restricted to peers

that did not complete the download already. If feasible, it ensures that a peer receives at

least the rate, which it provides to the network. Seeds cannot run the algorithm and have to

use other rules for their upload. (E.g. these peers can upload to peers, which have nothing

at all.) Therefore, an advantage of explicit prices used by resource pricing as compared to

implicit prices is that fairness is preserved also over the altruistically contributed resources

in the network.

The authors of [ALTA06] describe in their paper an algorithm that is similar to reciprocal

rate control. Both algorithms converge to a pair-wise fair bandwidth allocation, where

rates between peers are symmetric. However, [ALTA06] describes a P2P network, where

users access remotely data from their home computer as well as from other peers. Thus,

self allocations are possible in their system, but not in BitTorrent-like networks.

Furthermore, [YdV06] discusses pair-wise allocations for BitTorrent-like networks. They

prove analytically that networks need not to be fully-connected to achieve symmetric al-

locations and therefore fairness. However, no algorithm ispresented in [YdV06], which

finds these allocations. Since reciprocal rate control ensures fairness and provides a sym-

metric bandwidth allocation in equilibrium, it representsan algorithm for this purpose.

5.4.2 Nash Equilibrium

Most peers in a P2P network behave selfishly and try to maximise their performance only.

Therefore, we can interpret the trading of bandwidth as a non-cooperative game and study

the Nash equilibrium. In the Nash equilibrium no peer gains by only changing its strategy

while all other players keep their strategy unchanged. Thismeans a Nash equilibrium

corresponds to a set of strategies where every player has found the best response to the

actions of the other players [Osb04].

The Nash equilibrium for the BitTorrent protocol is studiedin [QS04]. Here, each peer

can choose its upload bandwidth between zero and its physical upload capacity. Since a

higher upload bandwidth is associated with a higher cost, a peer is interested primarily

in maximising its download rate while also minimising its cost at the same time. [QS04]

shows that a Nash equilibrium exists for networks consisting of groups (with a group

size larger than the number of unchokes plus one) of peers where peers belonging to

the same group have identical upload bandwidths. In this situation the best case for a
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peer is to upload to other peers in its group. The threshold tobe unchoked is exactly the

upload bandwidth divided by the number of unchokes (which isassumed to be equal for

all peers). Therefore, a peer will be choked by the peers of its group when it reduces its

upload bandwidth. This results in inferior performance.

On the other hand a Nash equilibrium does not exist when peershave different upload

capacities as it is demonstrated by an example in [QS04]. In this case some peers can

decrease their upload bandwidths and are still unchoked by the same remote peers. Ad-

ditionally, these peers can increase the number of peers to unchoke and are possibly un-

choked by further peers in return. Hence, the strategies of peers are diverse and not only

restricted by choosing an upload bandwidth. This complicates the discussion of the Nash

equilibrium for BitTorrent.

In the following we study the Nash equilibria for the two proposed pricing schemes in

steady-state. Assume for resource pricing that a peer cannot forge its price offerλ . It can

be seen directly from (5.62) that any reduction of upload capacity will result in a decrease

of the download rate. When maximising the download rate has priority over minimising

the upload cost every peer will upload with its physical upload capacity. Thus, the steady-

state of the system (5.60)-(5.61) is the Nash equilibrium when the willingness-to-pay is

set to the upload capacity.

Similarly, the existence of the Nash equilibrium for reciprocal rate control can be shown

for the steady-state with (5.68) and (5.69). Since a peer receives exactly the rate, which it

provides to the other peer, it gains nothing by reducing its upload bandwidth. Hence, in

steady-state its total download rate is its own upload capacity.

5.4.3 Performance Evaluation

The discussed trading schemes for P2P content distributionare evaluated by simulations

in the following. We build on the discrete event simulator from Section5.3 and restrict

our analysis to the application layer. It is widely assumed that the bottlenecks in P2P

networks are the access links of the users [BHP05, QS04]. This seems reasonable because

most peers are home users who are connected e.g. with DSL or cable modems to the

Internet. Furthermore, the core of the Internet shows a low utilisation of the available

bandwidths [Odl03] and small packet loss rates due to congestion [Flo07].

Additionally, we omit the TCP behaviour in this section and discuss in general the in-

teraction between P2P and the transport protocol in Chapter6. Furthermore, we present

in [EHBK07] a simulation analysis of the differences between packet-level and flow-level
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simulations for BitTorrent. Since home users often have asymmetric access links (e.g.

ADSL) and/or set the upload bandwidth in the P2P applicationlower than their physical

upload capacity, we assume the uplink is the bottleneck in the whole network.

The bandwidth trading schemes depend on the number of neighbours and especially on

the number of connections where both sides are interested indata of the other side. Thus,

the topology generated by the protocol and the implemented piece selection algorithm

influence the results of bandwidth trading. To concentrate on the trading schemes in the

simulations we omit the piece selection algorithm for now and assume connected peers

are always interested in pieces of each other. Furthermore,for BitTorrent anti-snubbing is

neglected, because it can result in situations where a peer does not contribute its upload

bandwidth although it can transfer data to other peers. Thiscan cause inefficiency in the

network.

The overlay topology is constructed in the simulations according to the original BitTor-

rent implementation [Coh03, BTa]. Here, a peer asks a so-called tracker, a centralised

component that stores information about all peers, for a list of other peers in the network.

The tracker returns a random subset of lengthNR to the requesting peer. Hence, a peer

opens a new connection to a remote peer based on the list returned by the tracker or when

a remote peer asks for it.

We will discuss static and dynamic P2P networks. As outlinedin AppendixA the expected

number of connections of a peer is 2NR andNR in the static and the dynamic simulations,

respectively. This difference has to be taken into account when results are compared with

each other.

Static networks

One major difference of the two pricing schemes to BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat strategy is their

convergence to a steady-state. To demonstrate the basic functionality of all algorithms we

run a simulation for a small network of 10 peers with homogeneous upload capacities of

C = 1. The superposition of the download rates of the peers is depicted in Figure5.6.

Whereas the download rates of the peers oscillate between 0.4 and 1.6 for BitTorrent, the

rates converge fast to a fair allocation for the Resource Pricing (RP) and the Reciprocal

Rate Control (RRC) algorithm where each peer receives exactly its upload capacity.

The oscillations with BitTorrent are caused by the optimistic unchoke. For the ideal case

where peers have global information about the upload bandwidth of other peers analytical

studies [QS04, TC05] show that the tit-for-tat strategy has an equilibrium point. Since the
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Figure 5.6: Superposition of download rates for 10 peers

optimistic unchoke is a random process the mean values of thedownload rates are closer

together. In this example the mean download rates of the 10 peers lie between 0.77 and

1.23.

Especially, the performance of BitTorrent depends on the number of neighbours. To study

the influence of the topology on the download performance simulations are run with vary-

ing parameterNR. The network population was 1000 peers, each peer starting with a small

random offset to avoid synchronisation effects. The simulation consisted of 1000 itera-

tions of the respective algorithm and was repeated 5 times. We setγ = 0.1 for RP and

RRC andε = 0.1C/NC, wherebyNC denotes the number of connections of a peer. The

capacity of all peers isC = 1.

The empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the mean download rate over

the 1000 iterations is depicted over all runs in Figure5.7. To compare the three algorithms

Figure5.7(a), 5.7(c)and5.7(d)show the results for download rates between 0.95 and 1.05.

With BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat algorithm peers receive highly different download rates while

providing the same upload capacity. To see its performance on a larger scale the CDF for

download rates between 0.5 to 2 is depicted in Figure5.7(b).

Tit-for-tat depends on the number of neighbours. WithNR = 2 a peer has on average

four connections only and therefore no choice in selecting peers. This results in a poor

performance where 10% of the peers receive half or less of what they provide. Download

rates are distributed more equitably with increasingNR. For NR = 10 all peers receive a

mean download rate of±20% of their upload capacity, whereas this percentage decreases

to±10% forNR = 50.

Nonetheless, the distribution of download rates with BitTorrent is not as uniformly dis-

tributed as with the two proposed pricing algorithms. Nearly all peers receive download

rates between 0.98 and 1.02 with both algorithms and values of NR > 2. Furthermore, the

download rates at the end of each simulation were equal to onefor every peer. This means
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Figure 5.7: Empirical CDF for varying parameterNR
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the pricing algorithms converged. Thus, the differences ofthe CDFs for different values of

NR in Figure5.7(c)and5.7(d)are due to differences in the rate of convergence. Because

of the slight differences observed in the results we analysethe convergence properties for

the case of heterogeneous peers.

For the next simulation we consider heterogeneous peers with upload capacities of inte-

gers between 1 and 10. The capacity is determined randomly atthe start of the simulation.

With a total of 1000 peers there are on average 100 peers with the same capacity in the

network. The download performance of each peer is measured by the ratio of mean down-

load rate to upload capacity. The CDFs of the download performances are depicted in

Figure5.8(a), 5.9(a)and5.10(a)for the different algorithms and a download performance

between 0.9 and 1.1.

As expected the download performances of the peers vary moreas compared to the sim-

ulation results with homogeneous peers. The CDF for BitTorrent in Figure5.8(a)shows

only with NR = 50 a good performance, because only around 1% of the peers receive a

download to upload ratio of less than 0.9. But this proportion rises to about 15% and 31%

for NR = 10 and forNR = 5, respectively.

The CDFs for the two pricing schemes in Figure5.9(a)and5.10(a)outperform BitTorrent

with respect to fairness. The ratio of the mean download rateto the upload capacity is

over 0.98 for all peers forNR > 2. Only forNR = 2 fairness deteriorates and around 12%

and 20% of the peers have a ratio of less than 0.95 using resource pricing and reciprocal

rate control, respectively.

To study the convergence of the algorithms we measured the Weighted Fairness Index

defined in (3.8) over simulation time. Furthermore, we associate the upload capacity of

a peer with its weight. The results in Figure5.9(b) and 5.10(b)show for NR > 2 the

convergence to a fair resource allocation for both proposedalgorithms in less than 70

iterations. The convergence is better with increasingNR and better for resource pricing

than with reciprocal rate control. WhenNR = 2 we observed no convergence even for

a larger number of iterations. In this case some peers receive an unfair download rate

because its small neighbourhood cannot raise the adequate rate with their upload capacity.

The weighted fairness index of BitTorrent in Figure5.8(b) is below 0.9 for all studied

values ofNR. (It should be noted that a fairness index of 0.9 correspondsfor example to

an allocation where 10% of the peers receive nothing at all and the remaining 90% receive

equal rates.)

We also measured the download performance of the peers depending on their upload

capacity. Figure5.11shows the median and the 2.5 to 97.5 percentile range of the mean
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Figure 5.8: BitTorrent (heterogeneous peers)
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Figure 5.9: Resource Pricing (heterogeneous peers)
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Figure 5.10:Reciprocal Rate Control (heterogeneous peers)
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Figure 5.11:Median and the 2.5-97.5 percentile range of the mean download rates for heteroge-
neous peers (NR = 10)

download rates for peers with the same upload capacity. By using BitTorrent the median

for peers with an upload capacity ofC = 1 is much larger as the fair share of one whereas

the peers withC = 10 receive mostly a rate lower than their contribution. One reason

for this is the optimistic unchoke since a low capacity peer gains more than it invests

compared to a high capacity peer. Another reason is the incapability to find the right match

which also explains the different performances between peers with the same capacity.

For resource pricing and reciprocal rate control the medianof the download performance

is very close to the upload capacities of the peers. Additionally, the small percentile range

indicates that peers with the same upload capacity receive nearly the same download

performance.

Dynamic networks

We conducted simulations also for dynamic networks where interarrival times between

peers and session times of peers are negative exponentiallydistributed random variables.

We setNR = 10 and compare the performance for two cases with the same average peer

population of 1000. We assume the respective algorithm is run per unit time. The resulting

CDFs are depicted in Figure5.12(a)and5.12(b). With a mean interarrival time between

peers ofTarr = 10, i.e. on average 10 iterations of the algorithm before a new peer enters,
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Figure 5.12:CDFs for dynamic networks (NR = 10)
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Figure 5.13:Minimal download performance (Tarr = 1,Tses= 1000)
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NR Tarr Tses BitTorrent
Resource Reciprocal
Pricing Rate Control

4
1 1000 0.5644 0.9272 0.9021
10 10000 0.5774 0.9571 0.9526

10
1 1000 0.8415 0.9946 0.9872
10 10000 0.85 0.999 0.9985

20
1 1000 0.8872 0.9971 0.9916
10 10000 0.8924 0.9996 0.9992

100
1 1000 0.8959 0.9981 0.9935
10 10000 0.9008 0.9998 0.9993

Table 5.2:Mean of WFI in dynamic networks

the two pricing schemes achieve nearly uniformly distributed download performances for

heterogeneous peers.

For Tarr = 1 in Figure5.12(b)the CDF shows higher variability in the achieved down-

load performance for the two proposed algorithms. Furthermore, the results for reciprocal

rate control deteriorate more than for resource pricing comparing it with the results in

Figure5.12(a).

Especially forTarr = 1,Tses= 1000 some peers stay only a very short time in the network

and merely run the trading algorithm a few times. This results in a poor download perfor-

mance as it can be seen from Figure5.13. Here, the minima of the download performances

of peers with similar session times are measured for time intervals of 25 time units. For all

schemes the minimal download performance increases with the session time of the peers,

but the increase is more pronounced for the two trading schemes. After around 500 time

units the minimal download performance in the network is above 0.9.

As discussed in AppendixA the average number of connections for the same value of

NR is different in static and dynamic simulations. To ensure a fair comparison between

both cases we run simulations for dynamic networks withNR = 4,10,20,100. Thus, the

average number of connections is equal to the static simulations with NR = 2,5,10,50,

respectively. Table5.2summarises the results for the mean value of the Weighted Fairness

Index. We measured the Weighted Fairness Index in the P2P network per time unit and

averaged it over a simulation time of 100000 s. By comparing the results of BitTorrent

in Table 5.2 with the values of the static simulations in Figure5.8(b) we see that the

results with the same average number of connections agree with each other. Thus, for

the conducted simulations the dynamics of the peers hardly influence the fairness in the

network.
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Also the results for the two proposed algorithms in the dynamic case are similar to the

static case. With an average of 10 or more connections the Weighted Fairness Index is

close to the optimal value of one. The differences between resource pricing and reciprocal

rate control are small, especially for larger values ofNR, but resource pricing produces

slightly better results throughout all simulations. With higher churn rates (i.e. forTarr = 1,

Tses= 1000) the Weighted Fairness Index decreases for all three algorithms withNR = 4.

For larger values ofNR the differences to the simulations withTarr = 10, Tses= 10000

are small. Also the results for reciprocal rate control withNR = 10 are close together for

both runs. This does not disagree with the results in Figure5.12(b), because peers with

short session times contribute less to the Weighted Fairness Index as compared to peers

that stay longer in the network.

5.4.4 Conclusion

BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat strategy gives peers an incentive to contribute upload bandwidth

to the network. But it cannot avoid unfairness between peerswith respect to the expe-

rienced download performance. Especially, when peers havea small number of connec-

tions, download rates vary considerably. Furthermore, peers with small upload capacities

compared to others receive considerably more than what theycontribute to the network.

The two proposed alternatives improve fairness. Both use price information to control the

upload rates at the application layer. We derive that the proposed distributed algorithms

achieve in equilibrium a fair and efficient allocation of thetotal upload bandwidth con-

tributed by the peers in the network. Furthermore, the steady-states of the two schemes

provide Nash equilibria. In static and dynamic simulationsboth algorithms show good

convergence and better fairness as the tit-for-tat strategy used in BitTorrent.

5.5 Resource Pricing and Piece Selection

In Section5.4 we assume peers have always parts of the file which are of interest for

the remote peers. This simplification enables to study the incentive schemes without dis-

cussing a specific piece selection algorithm. It is also applicable to systems with network

coding [GR05] where linear combinations of all pieces are exchanged and no piece se-

lection is run. When network coding is not used, piece and peer selection depend on

each other. Besides finding the peers, which provide good download rates, a peer should

download rare pieces to ensure that it has something of interest for others in the future.
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Furthermore, requesting rare pieces increases the availability of a full copy of the file in

the network.

The optimisation problem in (5.1)-(5.4) can be extended to a multi-objective optimisation

problem, where beside rates also the content availability is maximised. An optimisation

problem for the content availability for BitTorrent-like networks is presented in [CXH06].

However, the authors of [CXH06] prove that the optimisation problem is NP-complete.

Hence, no algorithm finds the optimum of the problem in polynomial time unless the

well-knownP = NP problem in complexity theory is resolved [FH03].

On the other hand analytical and simulation-based studies [QS04, BHP05] show that Bit-

Torrent’s piece selection is efficient. Thus, we discuss in the following how resource pric-

ing (Algorithm 1, p.65) can be combined with BitTorrent’s piece selection. We choose

resource pricing instead of reciprocal rate control, because it has two advantages. It en-

sures fairness also for the resources contributed by the seeds and has higher flexibility by

defining the willingness-to-pay appropriately. For example, when the content distribution

is realised by proprietary software of the content providers, they may set the willingness-

to-pay for each peer according to the subscription status ofthe user. Furthermore, when

the content owner contributes also resources to the P2P network the owner has influence

how these are allocated to the peers. Additionally, proprietary software (e.g. for set-top

boxes) and the combination of P2P content distribution withIP multimedia subsystems

as discussed in [LL07] have the potential to reduce the influence of malicious peers.

Assume we replace BitTorrent’s peer selection by Algorithm1 but keep the other func-

tionalities of BitTorrent. This means a peer controls the upload rate to all its neighbours

with resource pricing and peers request pieces according tothe rules described in Sec-

tion 2.3.1§. We evaluate this new approach and compare it to the originalBitTorrent im-

plementation by simulations at the application layer.

In the first simulation scenario a constant numberP of peers is present in the network.

Further on,SandL denote the number of seeds and leechers in the network, respectively.

Hence,P= S+L. To keep the number of seeds and leechers constant in our simulation we

assume a leecher leaves the network when its download is completed and a new leecher

with no pieces enters the network at this point in time. At thebeginning of the simulation

the leechers have a random set of pieces. This simulation setup studies the performance of

peers with different download progress. Furthermore, it can be easily studied analytically.

§For BitTorrent as well as the revised version with resource pricing the endgame-mode is neglected. We
omitted the endgame mode in our implementation because it isnot clearly specified when a peer switches
to the endgame mode. Hence, different implementations realise it differently.
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The total capacity in the network is∑S
s=1Cs+∑L

l=1Cl , whereC denotes the upload capac-

ity of a peer. To compare resource pricing with BitTorrent weset the willingness-to-pay

to the upload capacity for each leecher. Hence, the objective of resource pricing as well as

BitTorrent’s tit-for-tat is a proportional relationship between upload capacity and down-

load rate. This objective gives peers an incentive to contribute bandwidth to the network.

In the optimal case the download rate achieved by trading bandwidth with other leech-

ers is equal to the peer’s own upload capacity. Another portion of the download rate is

contributed by the seeds in the network. If the resources of the seeds are allocated propor-

tional fair with respect to the leecher’s upload bandwidth aleecherl has a total download

rate

yl = Cl +Cl
∑s∈SCs

∑m∈LCm
= Cl

∑p∈PCp

∑m∈LCm
. (5.73)

Equation (5.73) overestimates the download performance of a peer because it neglects

that a peer needs a piece which is of interest for other peers.This is not always the case.

Particularly, at the start a peer has no data and cannot contribute its resources to the net-

work. Furthermore, (5.73) is identical to the steady-state download rate of resourcepricing

in (5.62) because resource pricing is designed to ensure fairness.

As we have seen in the previous sections the number of neighbours has an influence

on the download performance. In BitTorrent several parameters control the number of

neighbours. So far we have taken onlyNR, the number of peers returned by the tracker,

into account. Now, we will introduce also the parametersmax initiateand min peers,

which are used in BitTorrent [BTa]. Denotemax initiatewith NMI and define it as the

number of connections at which the peer stops initiating newconnections. Furthermore,

denotemin peerswith NMP and define it as the lower limit of connections at which a peer

does not re-request new peer information from the tracker. By default, a BitTorrent peer

requestsNR = 50 addresses of peers at the tracker and opens if possible up to NMI = 40

connections to other peers. Due to churn the number of connections changes over time. It

can increase aboveNMI = 40 connections when remote peers ask for a connection because

remote requests are not denied in the implementation. When many peers leave the network

and the number of connections isNMP or below the peer concerned asks the tracker for

additional peer information. To avoid frequent re-requests a peer has to wait at least 300s

between two requests to the tracker.

In the following we will not present a detailed parameter study but use the default val-

ues for BitTorrent. For resource pricing we choose the parameters such that peers in the

network have approximately the same number of neighbours and do not run out of neigh-

bours. Hence,NR is set to a large value andNMI = NMP. Additionally, we run simulations
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Figure 5.14:CDF of the download time for Resource Pricing (RP) and BitTorrent (BT) with dif-
ferent parameters (NR,NMI ,NMP)

with the default parameters of BitTorrent also for resourcepricing.

We simulate a network ofP = 100 peers, which download a file of sizeSF = 100MB.

Pieces have a size of 256 KB. With BitTorrent each peer unchokes 4 other peers plus

the optimistic unchoke. Additionally, all other parameters are set to the default values of

BitTorrent [BTa]. ForS= 1 andL = 99 and a homogeneous upload capacity ofC= 1Mbps

the optimal download timet is t = SF/yl ≈ 830s using (5.73). Figure5.14compares the

optimal download time with BitTorrent using default parameters and resource pricing with

varying parametersNMI andNMP.

The most striking result is the poor performance with resource pricing and parameters

NR = 50, NMI = 40 andNMP = 20, which will be discussed in detail shortly. The other

simulation results are close to the optimal value. The mean download time with BitTorrent

is 866 s and for resource pricing withNMI = NMP = 5,NMI = NMP = 10 andNMI = NMP =

25 around 861 s, 863 s and 864 s, respectively. Looking at the distribution 90% of the peers

have a download time between 800-940 s, 810-920 s and 815-900s with resource pricing

andNMI = NMP = 5, NMI = NMP = 10 andNMI = NMP = 25, respectively. BitTorrent

shows a range of 796-940 s. Hence, fairness between peers increases for resource pricing

with an increasing value for the parametersNMI andNMP up to a limit of 25. Although

differences are small for homogeneous peers fairness is better for these cases as with

BitTorrent.
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Figure 5.15:Number of copies of rarest and most frequent piece in the network for parameters
(NR,NMI ,NMP)

As opposed to BitTorrent, where peers upload by default to five other peers, resource

pricing uploads data over all the connections of a peer. Thiscan cause inefficiency as seen

in Figure5.14 for NR = 50, NMI = 40 andNMP = 20. By requesting data from a large

number of other peers the piece selection is not efficient andrare pieces emerge. This can

be seen from Figure5.15, where the number of copies for the rarest and the most frequent

piece is depicted for the inefficient case (NR = 50,NMI = 40,NMP = 20) in comparison to

an efficient case (NR = 50,NMI = 10,NMP = 10).

In Figure5.15(a)the rarest piece is sometimes only available at the seed. Although the

number of copies increases fast in the following another piece becomes rare. The piece

availability in the network is unstable and peers have highly different download times.

This is different in Figure5.15(b). Here, the piece selection works fine and the network

is time invariant. This problem is not specific to resource pricing. Also BitTorrent shows

similar behaviour when peers unchoke a larger number of remote peers (e.g. with 20 un-

chokes for the discussed simulation scenario). The reason for inefficiency lies in the time

it takes until a full chunk is uploaded. With many upload connections the rate per con-

nection decreases and it takes longer to complete a specific chunk. Hence, when a chunk

becomes rare it takes longer with many connections until further peers offer copies of

it. Furthermore, the piece availability depends on the number of peers in the network.

For this simulation setup all pieces are distributed randomly at the beginning. Hence, on

average each piece is available at half of the peers in the network. With an increasing

number of peers also the piece availability increases in absolute numbers. And, simula-

tions with 1000 peers show that resource pricing is efficientalso withNR = 50,NMI = 40
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andNMP = 20.

The differences between resource pricing and BitTorrent are small for networks where

most of the peers are leechers and have homogeneous upload capacities. This changes

when peers have different upload capacities and altruisticbehaviour is common. Fig-

ure5.16shows the CDFs for the mean download rate of peers with different upload ca-

pacities of 128 kbps, 512 kbps and 1024 kbps, which are assigned randomly to the peers.

In Figure5.16(a)1 seed and 99 leechers are in the network. The optimal download rates

are computed with (5.73). With resource pricing the download rate is closer to the opti-

mal values than with BitTorrent. Identical to the results from Section5.3 the download

performance with BitTorrent is better for peers with lower capacities than with higher ca-

pacities. Also the range for the same capacity is larger for BitTorrent than with resource

pricing.

When a large number of seeds is present in the network BitTorrent fails to provide a

strong incentive. This is shown in Figure5.16(b), where half of the peers are seeds. As in

Figure5.16(a)the curve to the left, middle and right for each method corresponds to an

upload capacity of 128 kbps, 512 kbps and 1024 kbps, respectively. Since the three curves

of BitTorrent are close together, peers do not gain much by contributing higher upload

bandwidth to the network. With resource pricing the incentive for peers is much stronger

and the curves are closer to the computed optimal values.

Up to this point we restricted our attention to a scenario where pieces are frequently

available at different peers in the network. This is a desirable state of the network since

download times are near to the optimal values. In the following we study a scenario where

one chunk is rare and observe if the network gets out of this state and attains a state with

balanced piece availability. In Section2.3.1we derived the download time for a flash-

crowd scenario analytically. Additionally, we computed the increase of the rarest chunks.

A similar result can be derived for the simulation scenario with one rare chunk.

Assume the rarest chunk is uploaded by the seed toU other peers. Furthermore, when

a peer completes the rarest chunk it uploads it to others. Hence, for homogeneous peers

with capacityC the number of copies of the rarest chunk increases by(U +1)i, wherei is

the number of time intervals it takes to upload a full chunk toU peers. With a chunk size

of SC this time interval can be computed withU ·SC/C. Hence, the increase of the rarest

chunk is exponentially and at fastest rate withU = 1. For example, with the default chunk

size and homogeneous peers with a capacity of 1 Mbps it takes around 15 s and 31 s to

disseminate a chunk to over hundred peers with one and five current uploads, respectively.

In simulations we assume the chunk with id 0 is only availableat the seed and all other
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Figure 5.16:Network with heterogeneous capacities for Resource Pricing (50,10,10) and BitTor-
rent (50,40,20) with parameters (NR,NMI ,NMP)
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Figure 5.17:Dissemination of one rare chunk

BT (50,40,20) RP (50,5,5) RP (50,10,10) RP (50,25,25) RP (50,40,20)

85±11 206±37 358±46 1393±423 2120±579

Table 5.3:Time until Chunk 0 is not the rarest chunk (and 95% confidence intervals)

peers have a random set of chunks except chunk 0. Results for BitTorrent and resource

pricing are depicted in Figure5.17for a specific run and are summarised for 10 runs in

Table5.3. The average time until chunk 0 is no longer the rarest chunk in the network is

given in Table5.3along with the 95% confidence intervals.

Although the simulation results are much larger than the analytical numbers also the mea-

sured dissemination time for the rare chunk increases with the number of upload connec-

tions. With BitTorrent a peer uploads to five other peers at a time and after around 85 s

the chunk 0 is available frequently in the network. With resource pricing andNMI = 5

each peer has more than five connections because it accepts remote connection requests.

Hence, it takes around 206 s to disseminate the chunk in the network. For larger values of

NMI the time for dissemination increases considerably.

In summary, the results for resource pricing show that fairness is increased with the num-

ber of connections up to a point where the network becomes inefficient. Furthermore,

dissemination of a rare chunk is better for a small number of upload connections. Hence,

there is a trade-off between fairness and efficiency. To adapt dynamically to the network

conditions we extend resource pricing in the following and make the price offer dependent
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PDRP (50,5,5) PDRP (50,10,10) PDRP (50,25,25) PDRP (50,40,20)

153±15 205±25 238±18 208±15

Table 5.4:Time until Chunk 0 is not the rarest chunk for PDRP

on the piece availability.

5.5.1 Piece-dependent Resource Pricing

We use a linear approach to weigh the price offerλc on every connection depending on

the requested chunk. If the chunk is rare then higher prices are offered. Thus, the server

will increase its rate on this connection. However, this works only as long as a server

uploads and a client downloads different chunks. When all peers request the same piece

also the price offers are similar and roughly the same uploadrate is allocated to them. This

extension of resource pricing is denoted as Piece-Dependent Resource Pricing (PDRP) in

the following.

Each client estimates the availability of chunks based on the chunk information of its

neighbours. Denote the number of neighbours of clientc that completed chunki as f i
c.

The price offer of clientc for chunki is

λ i
c = αc

λc

f i
c
. (5.74)

Here,αc normalises the price offers such that each peer does not offer higher prices than

allowed with its willingness-to-pay. To ensure thatWc = ∑s∈S(c) xscλ i
c holds we set

αc =
Wc

∑s∈S(c)
xscλ i

c

f i
c

. (5.75)

With (5.74) the weighting factor increases linearly with the rarenessof a chunk. For ex-

ample, a client offers the double price for a piece that is half as frequent as another piece.

We repeat the simulation with the rare chunk form the end of Section 5.5 for piece-

dependent resource pricing. The results are given in Figure5.18and Table5.4. For re-

source pricing with piece-dependent price offers the rare chunk is disseminated faster

for all studied parameter sets. The differences for different parameters withNMI ≥ 10

are small. However, BitTorrent provides also in this case the best results because peers

upload to a small number of other peers. This means, weighting the price offers by the
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Figure 5.18:Dissemination of one rare chunk for PDRP

piece availability improves the dissemination time to someextent but also the number of

uploads should be decreased when some pieces are rare.

We also re-run the other simulations for PDRP. Here, all pieces are frequently available

in the network. Hence, PDRP produces very similar results ascompared to the origi-

nal implementation. Also for many connections (NR = 50, NMI = 40 andNMP = 20) the

weighting of the price offer is too slow and the performance is as poor as with resource

pricing.

In conclusion, BitTorrent networks are a very efficient way for the fast dissemination

of large content in the Internet. Although it provides an incentive to contribute upload

bandwidth to the network it does not avoid unfairness between the peers. Especially, for

peers with different upload capacities and for altruistically contributed resources the per-

formance becomes unfair. Resource pricing and its extension piece-dependent resource

pricing increases fairness. For a medium number of uploads (e.g. for the parameter set

(NR,NMI ,NMP))=(50,10,10)) the proposed algorithms outperform BitTorrent and give peers

a strong incentive to contribute resources. Only for parameter sets where the upload band-

width is divided among many peers it takes long until a full piece is provided to another

peer. Hence, rare chunks might emerge. To some extent this can be avoided by higher

price offers for rarer chunks. However, as in BitTorrent limiting the number of concurrent

uploads is a more efficient way. To trade off between fairnessand dissemination time of

rare chunks piece-dependent resource pricing is a good compromise.
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5.6 Service Degradation

Up to this point we assumed that the bottleneck in the P2P network is the capacity of

the service providers. For the P2P content distribution network this is the upload capacity

of the access link of a peer and packet losses in the core network are neglected. When

we take service degradation like packet losses in the underlying connection between two

peers into account, a service customer sees a smaller service rate than allocated by the

service provider. Hence, its price offerλc is different than without service degradation,

which will influence the rate allocation at the provider in the next update step.

To study the rate allocation with service degradation we repeat the simple simulation from

Section5.3.1, where three client peers and two server peers are present inthe network.

They are connected according to Figure5.1. However, in this section we assume an error

rate ofrerr between peers such that the service ratexc
sc at clientc is less than the allocated

ratexs
sc at servers and

xc
sc = (1− rerr

sc )xs
sc. (5.76)

The influence of the service degradatione= rerr
s1c2

on the connection between peers1 and

c2 (see Figure5.1) for different error rates is shown in Figure5.19denoted asprice per

unit feedback. The rate allocation for the three customers is equal for a specific error rate

and decreases with an increasing error rate. Although onlyc2 faces the service degradation

it receives the same rate as the other customers, because theprice offer per unit bandwidth

of c2 is higher as long as its service rate is smaller compared to the other two customers.

Hence, the providers will allocate more service rate toc2 until the offered prices per unit

bandwidth are in equilibrium. With price per unit bandwidthas feedback signal, absolute

priority is given to customers with lower rates and the allocation is max-min fair as it can

be seen from Figure5.19.

We computed the max-min fair rates in Figure5.19 by the water-filling algorithm de-

scribed in [BG87]. It follows directly from the definition of max-min fairness that re-

sources are fully utilised. Furthermore, the service ratesof the three customers are equal

as long as these rates do not violate any given constraint.

Besides the max-min fair rate allocation also the proportional fair rate allocation is de-

picted in Figure5.19. It can be shown with (3.5) that a proportional fair rate alloca-

tion fully utilises the available resources. Furthermore,(1− rerr
s1c2

)y1 = y2 = y3 holds for

rerr
s1c2

≤ 0.5 and for higher error rates all resources ofs1 are allocated toc1. With propor-

tional fairnessc1 achieves a higher rate thanc2 andc3 since priority is given less emphat-

ically to the small rates. The difference between the rates is proportional to(1− rerr
s1c2

) and
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Figure 5.19:Rate allocation for different error rates betweens1 andc2

is more severe for higher error rates becausec1 benefits from an additional increase in

rate to a greater extent asc2.

We achieve proportional fairness with the proposed resource pricing algorithm if a ser-

viced peer does not signal the feedbackλc, the offered price per unit bandwidth, but the

total offered pricexc
scλc. We distinguish between the allocated and received ratexs

sc and

xc
sc, respectively, and (5.17) becomes

xs
sc(t +1) = max

(

ε,xs
sc(t)+ γ

(

xc
sc(t)λc(t)−xs

sc(t)
∑d∈C(s) xd

sd(t)λd (t)

Cs

))

. (5.77)

The results for the simulation with (5.77) are denoted astotal price feedbackin Fig-

ure5.19and agree with the computed proportional fair rates. A smalldifference can be

seen atrerr
s1c2

= 0.5 since convergence is slow when a service rate of a provider to a cus-

tomer tends to zero as it is the case forx12, the rate between servers1 and clientc2, in this

example.

As discussed in Chapter4 congestion in the network can be controlled by adapting the

sending rates of sources based on link prices. Hence, for P2Pcontent distribution the ca-

pacity constraints of core links can be incorporated into the optimisation problem in (5.1)-

(5.4). Thus, service degradation is included into the model. Such an approach is presented
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in the next chapter.

5.7 Conclusion

We studied resource pricing for P2P networks to ensure fair service rates between peers.

Based on the global optimisation problem a distributed algorithm is derived where service

providing peers adjust their service rates and service requesting peers adjust their price

offers. It is shown analytically by a Lyapunov function and for a model with delays that

the solution of the global optimisation problem is a globally asymptotically stable equi-

librium point for the distributed algorithm. Simulation results reveal that resource pricing

is suitable for large and varying peer populations. The measured Weighted Fairness Index

is close to the optimal value of one.

The pricing idea is applied to P2P content distribution networks and compared to Bit-

Torrent. It is shown that the resource pricing algorithm andits derivative reciprocal rate

control prevent unfairness as opposed to the tit-for-tat scheme of BitTorrent. Furthermore,

the distributed algorithm can be extended by the piece availability. Here, the price offer

does not solely depend on the total download rate but also on the rareness of the data. To

improve availability of each piece a peer offers higher prices for rare chunks. With a linear

weighting of the price offer the time to disseminate rare chunks is decreased. However,

to ensure efficiency the number of uploads should also be decreased in situations with

poor chunk availability. In simulation scenarios, where pieces are available at different

peers, resource pricing achieves fairness with a small and moderate number of concurrent

uploads and outperforms BitTorrent.

The pricing approach is affected by service degradation on lower layers, e.g. P2P file-

sharing applications by packet loss in the IP network. Theseeffects can be included into

the model. This is described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6

Rate Control for P2P over IP Networks

The prevalent mechanism to avoid congestion in IP networks is the control of the sending

rate with TCP. As discussed in Chapter4 dynamic routing strategies at the IP layer are not

deployed because of problems like route oscillations and out-of-order packet deliveries.

In this chapter we study the interaction between the P2P overlay and the underlying IP net-

work. With the adoption of P2P technology, routing is done also in these overlay networks.

With multi-source download protocols peers upload and download to/from other peers in

parallel. Hence, by controlling the sending rates between the peers we may achieve two

desirable properties: Load balancing at the peers, which upload data, and the avoidance

of congested links in the IP network.

Considering load balancing, P2P technology has found already its way to content distri-

bution networks [TP02]. But most of the work assumes that a file request is routed to a

single server (in a sophisticated way). Multi-source download protocols adapt faster to

changes at the servers or in the network because data is requested at multiple peers in

parallel. Hence, the total bandwidth of all serving peers can be allocated in a fair manner

to the client peers. Furthermore, also congestion can be avoided. When a connection be-

tween two peers becomes overloaded, the uploading peer can favour another peer on an

uncongested route. Thus, it uses its upload bandwidth more efficiently. On the other hand

the downloading peer could ask for a higher download rate at other providers of the file.

Thus, it could receive the same download rate as in an uncongested network.

Based on the resource pricing algorithm for P2P networks in Chapter5 we propose in

this chapter a rate control algorithm for P2P over IP networks. Here, pieces of the file are

not taken into account and interest between peers is assumed. We denote the approach as

TCPeer, because a peer adopts the functionality of TCP and extends it with information
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from the overlay network. The service requesting peers makeprice offers depending on

their download rates. The upload bandwidths of the serving peers are allocated based on

the price offers of the remote peers minus the path price charged by the links along the

routes of these flows. Flows with high price offers and low path prices receive higher

rates than others. Thus, a sending peer is able to shift traffic from a congested route to

an uncongested one. This change in the rate allocation will be balanced by other peers in

the overlay. Hence, the receiving peers experience no degradation of their total download

rate. This chapter is based on [EK07c].

6.1 P2P over IP Network Model

We extend the P2P network model of Section5.1by the underlying IP network. Hence, the

resource allocation is modelled as a cross-layer optimisation problem and functionalities

of the transport and application layer are studied concurrently. In general, we say the

network consists of three different entities. Besides the set of service providers or servers

and the set of service customers or clients, which are also used in Chapter5, we add the set

of links or service carriers known from Chapter4 to the new model. We associate a client

with a user, which requests a file for download. To differentiate between the different

entities we introduce the set of serversS, the set of clientsC, and the set of linksL. The

capacity of the servers and the links is finite and is denoted by C.

In a P2P application that supports a multi-source download aclient uses several flows

to different servers to download a file. We denote the set of servers that can be used by

a clientc asS(c). The other way aroundC(s) is the set of clients which can be served

by servers. Furthermore, we define a flow as a rate allocation from a server s∈ S to a

client c∈ C over a route, which is a non-empty subset of all links, denoted asL(s,c). To

identify a flow that uses the linkl we introduceδ l
sc, whereδ l

sc= 1 if l ∈L(s,c) andδ l
sc= 0

otherwise.

Suppose the utility of a clientc is defined by a utility functionUc, which depends on the

total download rateyc, whereyc is the sum of the ratesxsc from all servers which are

known toc and have parts of the file in whichc is interested in. We model the resource
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allocation for an IP network with a P2P overlay as a global optimisation problem

P2P+ IP SYSTEM :

maximise ∑
c∈C

Uc(yc) (6.1)

subject to ∑
s∈S(c)

xsc = yc, ∀c∈ C (6.2)

∑
c∈C(s)

xsc≤Cs, ∀s∈ S (6.3)

∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C(s)

δ l
scxsc≤Cl , ∀l ∈ L (6.4)

over xsc≥ 0. (6.5)

Hereby, maximising the aggregated utility of the service rateyc over all service customers

is the objective of the whole system. The problem is constrained by the capacity at the

servers and the links. Although servers and links face the same constraint, we differentiate

between both in the model, because of their different functionalities: A server can freely

allocate its bandwidth over its clients, whereas a link onlyforwards or discards packets.

As in Section5.1 with a concave, strictly increasing utility function this optimisation

problem has a unique optimum with respect toyc. The ratesxsc are not necessarily unique

at the optimum, because different rate allocations may sum up to the same total download

rateyc. Thus, many possible rate allocations may exist with respect to xsc.

The Lagrangian of (6.1)-(6.5) is

LP2P
IP (x,y,λ ,µ ,ν,m,n) = ∑

c∈C

(Uc(yc)−λcyc)+ ∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C(s)

xsc

(

λc−νs− ∑
l∈L(s,c)

µl

)

+ ∑
s∈S

νs(Cs−ns)+ ∑
l∈L

µl (Cl −ml ) , (6.6)

whereλc, νs andµl are Lagrange multipliers andns≥ 0 andml ≥ 0 are slack variables. By

interpreting the Lagrange multipliers as prices we sayλc is the price per unit bandwidth

offered by the clientc andνs andµl are prices per unit bandwidth charged by the servers

and the linkl , respectively.

By looking at the Lagrangian in (6.6) we see that the global optimisation problem in (6.1)-

(6.5) is separable into sub-problems for the clients, the servers and the links. Furthermore,

maximising the total of a sum is equivalent to maximising each summand. Hence, we can
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decompose the Lagrangian into the sub-problems

CLIENT c :

maximise Uc(yc)−λcyc (6.7)

over yc ≥ 0 (6.8)

SERVER s :

maximise ∑
c∈C(s)

(

λc− ∑
l∈L(s,c)

µl

)

xsc (6.9)

subject to ∑
c∈C(s)

xsc≤Cs (6.10)

over xsc≥ 0 (6.11)

LINK l :

maximise µl (Cl −ml ) (6.12)

over µl ≥ 0. (6.13)

Here, for each sub-problem only locally available information is needed. Only a server

needs to be informed about the price offersλc of all connected clients minus the prices

charged by the links along the used route.

The economical interpretation of the sub-problems is as follows. A client is selfish and

tries to maximise its own utility, which depends on the rateyc. However, the client has

to pay a price for using bandwidth. Sinceλc is a price per unit bandwidth, the product

λcyc reflects the total price that clientc pays. On the other hand a server gets paid for the

allocation of bandwidth. It is interested in maximising itstotal revenue. The total revenue

is the sum of the revenue for each client, which is computed with price multiplied by

quantity. The price the server earns for a unit bandwidth is the price paid by the client

minus the cost charged by the links which are needed for forwarding the traffic to the

client. Thus, also the server behaves selfishly since it is interested in its own revenue only.

Therefore, it will allocate bandwidth preferentially to flows, where clients pay a high price

and costs for using the routes to the clients are low. Also thelinks maximise their revenue.

As outlined in Section3.3the slack variableml is interpreted as the spare capacity. Hence,

subtractingml from the capacityCl reflects the total rate of forwarded traffic of this link.

By multiplying it with the price per unit bandwidth charged by the link we obtain the

revenue of that link.

As already well studied in the previous chapters we set the utility for all clients to the

logarithmic function in (3.6). This utility function ensures a weighted proportional fair
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resource allocation. Furthermore, in the context of P2P networks the willingness-to-pay

can be interpreted as the contribution of a peer to the network. Thus, we could set it to the

upload bandwidth, which peerc allocates to the P2P application.

Using (3.6) the optimum(y∗,λ ∗) of (6.1)-(6.5) can be computed by differentiating the

Lagrange function in (6.6) with respect toyc andxsc. Hence,

y∗c = ∑
s∈S(c)

xsc =
wc

λ ∗
c

if S(c) 6= {} (6.14)

λ ∗
c = ν∗

s + ∑
l∈L(s,c)

µ∗
l if xsc > 0 (6.15)

≤ ν∗
s + ∑

l∈L(s,c)

µ∗
l if xsc = 0. (6.16)

Furthermore, we deduce from∂L/∂ns =−νs and∂L/∂ml =−µl that the price at a server

or at a link is only greater zero, if the corresponding slack variable is zero. Since the slack

variable is interpreted as the spare capacity, in equilibrium a price is charged only when

the resources are fully used and competition for a resource is present.

In case the bottlenecks of the network are the uplink connections of the servers and all

link prices are zero, the model reduces to the one discussed in Chapter5 and results of the

parallel bottleneck model in Section3.4apply.

6.2 Distributed Algorithm

An implementation in a decentralised architecture can onlyuse locally available informa-

tion. Thus, the problems CLIENT, SERVER and LINK from Section 6.1provide a good

starting point for the development of a distributed algorithm. CLIENT is an optimisation

problem with respect toyc, but in a real implementation a client has no direct influence

on the total download rate. It can only vary its price offerλc. Similar, a link has only

influence over its load by varying the charged price. This price depends on the level of

congestion. We assume that a server receives the differenceof the price offered by a client

minus the price charged by the links along the used route and adapts its sending rate to

the client. Based on Algorithm1 we propose the Algorithm3 for combined rate control

in P2P over IP networks. Like in Chapter5 the parametersε andη are small positive

constants for probing the network conditions. In contrast to Algorithm 1 a server adapts

its service rate not only on the priceλc offered by clientc, but on the difference of it to

the prices charged by the links of the route. Hence, the remaining price offer from clientc
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Algorithm 3 Resource Pricing for P2P over IP

CLIENT c :

λc(t) =
Wc

max(η,yc(t))
=

Wc

max
(

η,∑s∈S(c) xsc(t)
) (6.17)

SERVER s :

xsc(t +1) = max

(

ε,xsc(t)+ γxsc(t)

(

pcs(t)−
∑d∈C(s) xsd(t)pds(t)

Cs

))

(6.18)

LINK l :

µl (t +1) = max(0,µl (t)+κ (zl(t)−Cl)) (6.19)

received by servers is

pcs(t) = λc(t)− ∑
l∈L(s,c)

µl (t). (6.20)

The price of linkl in (6.19) depends on the aggregated input rate

zl(t) ≤ ∑
s∈S

∑
c∈C(s)

δ l
scxsc(t). (6.21)

The link price is greater zero when the input rate exceeds thecapacity and thus the link is

overloaded. (6.19) corresponds to the link price rule PC1 in [AL00], which is also used in

Chapter4. Thus, although we extend the congestion pricing model to P2P networks, we do

not change the router implementation of previous work for IPnetworks. Furthermore, we

show in the following that the rate adaptation of a server in (6.18) reduces to a differential

equation very similar to the primal algorithm (Equation 5) in [KMT98] for the case of

a single client-server pair. A client-server pair is a server handling a single client, which

is served only by this server. Hence,C(s) = {c}∧S(c) = {s} holds for a servers and a

clientc and the differential equation corresponding to (6.18) reduces to

d
dt

xsc(t) = γ

((

Wc−xsc(t) ∑
l∈L(s,c)

µl (t)

)

(

1−
xsc(t)

Cs

)

)

. (6.22)

When the uplink of the server is not the bottleneck the term(1−xsc/Cs) is just a scaling

of the step sizeγ and (6.22) corresponds to Equation 5 in [KMT98].
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Packet-level implementation

The distributed algorithm discussed above considers the problem at flow-level. Now, we

transform the algorithm to packet-level. Like in any other TCP implementation the send-

ing rate is specified by the congestion windowcwnd. cwnd is the number of packets

being sent per round-trip time (RTT). Hence, the sending rate can be computed with

x = cwnd/RTT. The congestion window is adapted on each acknowledgement.These

are received with ratecwnd/RTT by assuming that the RTT is constant for small time

intervals. Therefore, updating the congestion window with

∆cwndsc(t) =γRTTsc(t)









pcs(t)−
∑d∈C(s)

cwndsd(t)
RTTsd(t)

pds(t)

Cs









(6.23)

at packet-level corresponds to (6.18) at flow-level.

The link rule in (6.19) computes the price based on the current utilisation only and does

not take the queue size into account. To penalise large queues (6.19) can be extended to

the link rule in (4.17) from Chapter4.3, where prices increase when the current queue

size is larger than a target queue size. The time between two updates of the link price

is Tl . Similarly, we assume that (6.17) is updated everyTc. Both update rules depend on

estimated rates, which are computed identically to Section4.3.

In the following evaluation we assume explicit prices of thelinks and of the clients are

communicated to the server (e.g. in the header of the packets). Although this does not

conform to the IP and TCP standards, it demonstrates the functionality of the proposed

approach in general. For IP networks a large body of research[GK99b, AL00, ZK02]

studies marking strategies where the ECN bit conveys a single bit pricing information.

We believe this approach is applicable also for our model, i.e. the ECN bit is used to

transport the price information of the links and the P2P protocol is used to communicate

the price offers from the client peers to the serving peers.

6.3 Evaluation

To demonstrate the functionality of the distributed algorithm we study two simple exam-

ples in ns-2. The network of interest is depicted in Figure6.1. The first example consists

of the two serverss1 ands2 and the two clientsc1 andc2. The bottlenecks in the net-
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Figure 6.1: Network
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Figure 6.2: Example 1 (Wc = 1000 ∀c∈ C, γ = 0.1RTT, PC1:κ = 0.1, Tl = Tc = 0.1s)

work are the uplink capacities of the servers andCs1 = Cs2 = 10Mbps. The capacity of

the links in the core (i.e. in Figure6.1 the links connecting routers denoted byr) and of

the downlinks to the clients is much larger, e.g.C = 100Mbps. The delay of all links is

10 ms.

Assume both clients can download from both servers in parallel, if they are online. This

represents a small P2P overlay. Att = 0s only servers1 and clientc1 are online.c2 and

s2 are switched on att = 20s andt = 40s, respectively. Att = 60s clientc1 goes offline,

followed by servers1 att = 80s.

The total download rate of the two clients and the price information received by the servers

(see (6.20)) are depicted in Figure6.2. For the first 20 seconds onlyc1 ands1 are ac-

tive and the download rate ofc1 converges to the capacity ofs1 (which is around 874

packets per second when using a packet size of 1500 B). With the link rule in (6.19) the

queue size at the uplink ofs1 converges to 12 packets. Also the pricepc1s1 converges to

a steady-state value of around 1.15, which can be computed according (3.34) by dividing
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the willingness-to-pay ofc1 with the server capacity in packets.

Whenc2 gets active att = 20s the servers1 receives higher payments because the total

willingness-to-pay in the network doubles. The download rates of both clients converge

to a fair share of the bottleneck capacity in the following. Hereby, oscillations occur since

the estimated download rate (and consequently its price offer) of the new clientc2 is inac-

curate at the beginning. As depicted in Figure6.2(b)the price received by the server can

fall below zero because the server allocates too much bandwidth and the uplink bandwidth

is exceeded such that the link price of the server’s uplink increases.

When a new server gets online att = 40s and one client leaves att = 60s the spare

capacity is used efficiently by the online client(s). Thus, this example shows that the

proposed algorithm can be used for load balancing because itrealises a fair allocation of

the servers’ capacities.

In the following we investigate the influence of congestion in the core of the network.

Therefore, we reduce the capacity for the linksr1− r3, r1− r4, r2− r3 andr2− r4 in

Figure6.1toCcore= 12Mbps. To avoid large queuing delays we compute link priceswith

(4.17) in this example. We start with the two servers and the two clients from the previous

example, but new client-server pairs get active during the simulation. Assumes3− c3,

s4− c4, s5− c5 ands6− c6 start at 20s, 40s, 60s and 80s, respectively. Furthermore,

only c1 andc2 are served in parallel bys1 ands2. The other clients are served by a single

server only (indicated by the same number).

The total download rate for each client is depicted in Figure6.3. At the beginning the

clients c1 andc2 share the available bandwidth equally between each other as in the

previous example. Looking at the congestion window of the four connections in Figure6.4

we see that not all connections are used equally. It suffices that the total download rate of

the two clients is the same.

Whens3 andc3 start att = 20s the linkr1− r3 gets congested. This can be seen by an

increasing link price in Figure6.5. Thus, the congestion window betweens1−c1 as well

as the total download rate of client 1 decrease. However, this increases the price offer of

client 1 and therefore the congestion window betweens2−c1. The serverss1 ands2 shift

traffic from one connection to the other one (see Fig.6.4) and the total download rates

of the three active clients converge to a fair and efficient allocation (see Fig.6.3). The

link price of r1− r3 falls to zero again, which indicates that it is not a bottleneck in the

network.

When the next client-server pair starts att = 40s prices for the linksr1− r3 andr1− r4

increase and stagnate. The serverss1 ands2 restart to shift the traffic but cannot avoid
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congestion in the core network. However, by changing the rate they still ensure a fair rate

allocation since all four clients receive roughly the same total download rate.

At t = 60s the connections5−c5 starts. Thereon, the linkr2−r3 becomes overloaded and

its link price increases. Now, the network is in a congested state, where a trade-off between

fairness and efficiency has to be done. Only connections2−c2 uses the uncongested core

link r2− r4. Thus,c2 has the largest download rate. Since most of the server capacity is

allocated to the connections2− c2, client 5 and client 4 benefit from small link prices

at r2− r3 andr1− r4. The link price onr1− r3 is the highest one. Hence, client 1 and

client 3 get smaller download rates as compared to the other clients.

Finally, with s6− c6 starting att = 80s all core links get congested and the serverss1

ands2 control the rate toc1 andc2 such that bandwidth is allocated in a fair manner. The

price oscillates around 1.43, which is the equilibrium price.

This example demonstrates that the proposed algorithm is able to shift traffic from con-

gested to uncongested routes. Thus, resources of the network are used efficiently while

preserving fairness between clients.
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6.4 Conclusion

In this chapter we model the allocation of resources in an IP network when it is used by

a P2P overlay. It extends the well-known congestion pricingapproach for IP networks to

multi-source download P2P protocols. Furthermore, a distributed algorithm is proposed,

where sending peers control the rate depending on the price offers by the remote peers

and the path prices charged by the routers in the IP network. Since sending rates depend

on the price offers of the remote peers the algorithm ensuresfairness between peers. Fur-

thermore, indicated by the path price a serving peer is awareof the level of congestion in

the underlying IP network. Thus, it can shift upload bandwidth from congested to uncon-

gested flows. Because of the change in price offers at the receiving peers other senders

will change their sending rates accordingly. The rate allocation of all peers converges

to an efficient and fair allocation of bandwidth in the network. Furthermore, P2P traffic

avoids congested links when uncongested routes between some peers exist. We validate

the functionality of the new approach analytically and by simulations for a small network,

where explicit price information is assumed.
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Conclusions

In this thesis resource pricing is applied at different layers of the ISO/OSI reference

model. We study (i) cross-layer optimisation of rate control and routing in IP networks,

(ii) optimisation of the resource allocation in P2P overlaynetworks and (iii) cross-layer

optimisation of rate control for P2P over IP networks.

In general, resource pricing is a mathematical framework for the resource allocation and

initially used for rate control at the transport layer. The approach is based on a global

optimisation problem, where the resources of the network are modelled as the constraints

of the problem. By choosing an appropriate objective function the social welfare is max-

imised and a specific fairness criterion is realised. Frequently in the literature and through-

out this work a logarithmic utility function weighted by thewillingness-to-pay is chosen.

Hence, the objective is to maximise the sum of the utilities over all users in the network.

With this function weighted proportional fairness is achieved. Further on, with linear ca-

pacity constraints the optimisation belongs to the set of convex optimisation problems.

These problems are fairly tractable to solve in a central way. However, only distributed

algorithms ensure scalability for large networks like the Internet.

Distributed algorithms can be derived from the Lagrange dual function, where the con-

straints of the optimisation problem are internalised withLagrange multipliers. These

multipliers or dual variables are interpreted frequently as prices, which gives the frame-

work its name. By rearranging and decomposing the Lagrange function local optimisation

problems are deduced. Further on, distributed algorithms are derived from the local sub-

problems. In the easiest way gradient projection algorithms can be used. One advantage

of dual theory for convex optimisation problems is that the duality gap is zero. Hence,

optimising the primal or dual variables yields the same result. Furthermore, in distributed
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algorithms primal as well as dual variables are optimised atthe same time. In the discussed

algorithms dual variables are used as control information and are passed to another entity,

where the primal variable is adapted.

The basic model for the transport layer assumes a fixed routing. However, in extensions of

this approach and also in this work routing is incorporated into the optimisation problem.

Two different attempts are investigated: multi-path and single-path routing. In the case

of multi-path routing the utility of the total rate, the sum of the rates over all available

routes, is maximised. Although this problem is not unique with respect to the rates on the

routes distributed algorithms are derived that converge tothe solution of the cross-layer

optimisation problem.

With single-path routing, the de facto standard in the Internet, the optimisation becomes

an integer problem. This means, the duality gap might be nonzero and the optimal dual

variables will not result in the optimum of the primal problem. In a distributed imple-

mentation oscillations occur and the algorithms are not stable. Furthermore, we show by

simulations that also with equal-cost multi-path oscillations are not avoided. Although

multi-path routing makes use of all available resources it is unlikely that IP networks will

deviate from the single-path concept. Hence, overlay networks offer an alternative to the

rigid design of the underlying IP network.

P2P networks are a good example for overlay networks that implement similar functions

as in the IP network. In multi-source download protocols forcontent dissemination the

file is fragmented into pieces and peers download different pieces from different peers at

the same time. Furthermore, to realise incentive mechanisms peers control the upload rate

to others. Hence, routing and rate control are implemented also in the P2P network.

In the first step we apply resource pricing to P2P networks andpropose a mathematical

model for the resource allocation. Although the optimisation problem for the P2P model

is very similar to the one for IP networks the distributed algorithms are different: In IP

networks the TCP sender controls the sending rate. The corresponding TCP flow con-

sumes bandwidth at each hop along its path to the sink. But therouters charge a price

for the usage of bandwidth, which is summed up to a path price for each TCP flow and

controls the future sending rate of the flow.

In the P2P network a peer chooses freely the peers it providesservice to and allocates

resources for the service. Therefore, resources can be usedefficiently at a peer when at

least one other peer requests a service from it. However, peers act frequently on their own

interest. Hence, an incentive to contribute resources to the P2P network should be given

to a peer. Furthermore, a requesting peer is normally serviced by several providers in
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parallel. Hence, its total service rate is accumulated overits providers. To ensure fairness

the service requesting peers offer prices for the service and each providing peer sets the

service rate according to the price offers of its customers.

A distributed algorithm is derived and proofs are presented, which show the efficiency,

fairness and stability of this approach. By applying the algorithm to P2P content dis-

tribution networks fairness between peers can be increasedas compared to the popular

BitTorrent protocol. Fairness is of great importance in P2Pnetworks, because by setting

the willingness-to-pay of a peer to its upload bandwidth it gives peers an incentive to

contribute resources to the network. When the piece availability is taken into account

a trade-off between efficiency and fairness has to be done. With an increasing number

of uploads fairness is improved. However, rare pieces mightemerge because the upload

bandwidth is divided between many peers. One alternative isto set higher prices for rare

pieces. This will fasten the dissemination of rare pieces. The proposed distributed algo-

rithm shows good fairness for small and moderate number of concurrent uploads. The

approach outperforms BitTorrent especially when peers have different upload capacities

and many seeds are in the network.

In the second step the P2P and IP network is modelled in a single optimisation problem.

Since combined rate control and routing in IP networks is possible with multi-path but

not with single-path routing we overcome this by using the routing function in the P2P

overlay. For multi-source download we propose a TCP variantthat uses information from

the P2P network. Here, load balancing at the serving peers and fairness between the served

peers is achieved in the overlay. At the same time this approach reacts on congestion in

the IP network. Hence, traffic is shifted from congested to uncongested routes by ensuring

fairness between peers.

In summary, this thesis presents a novel decentralised approach to the resource alloca-

tion in P2P networks. It builds on an optimisation model for TCP/IP. Both approaches

are combined in a cross-layer optimisation problem to derive in addition a rate control

algorithm for P2P over IP networks.
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Appendix A

Overlay Topology of BitTorrent

According to the original BitTorrent specification [Coh03, BTa] the overlay topology is

constructed with information returned by the tracker. Thiscentralised component stores

information about all peers. A new peer, which enters the network, asks the tracker for a

list of active peers in the overlay. The tracker returns a random subset of peer addresses

to the requesting peer. Furthermore, an active peer contacts the tracker from time to time

to obtain information about new peers in the network.

In the simulations discussed in Section5.4.3we consider static and dynamic P2P net-

works. In the static case allP peers are registered at the tracker. Then each peer obtains a

peer list of lengthNR from the tracker. If we assume that all peers accept every incoming

connection request, a peerp iterates through its peer list and opensNR connections. Fur-

thermore, one more connection is established when a remote peer which is unknown top,

i.e. not on the peer list ofp, contacts it. The probability thatx peers contactp is B(x) and

follows the binomial distribution

B(x) =

(

P−1
x

)

Yx(1−Y)P−1−x , (A.1)

whereY is the probability that peerp is on the peer list of a peerq under the assumption

thatq is not on the list ofp.

The probability that a specific peer address is returned by the tracker is based on the

hypergeometric distribution and is

1 ·
( P−2

NR−1

)

(P−1
NR

) =
NR

P−1
, (A.2)
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when we assume a tracker does not return the address of the requesting peer. Thus, we

can computeY with

Y =
NR

P−1

(

1−
NR

P−1

)

. (A.3)

The expectation valueE[NC] of the number of connectionsNC of a peer is the sum ofNR

and the expectation valueE[X] of the random variableX which is distributed according

to (A.1). Therefore,

E[NC] = NR+E[X] (A.4)

= NR+(P−1)
NR

P−1

(

1−
NR

P−1

)

(A.5)

= NR+NR

(

1−
NR

P−1

)

(A.6)

≈ 2NR (A.7)

The approximation in (A.7) holds ifNR ≪ P.

For the simulations with dynamics we model the peer behaviour as a Poisson process,

where the interarrival times between peers and the session times of peers are exponen-

tially distributed. The expectation value of the number of peers in the network isE[P] =

λ arr/µses which depends on the mean arrival rateλ arr = 1/Tarr and the mean session

timeTses= 1/µses. We assume the tracker returns valid information of online peers only.

Since the Poisson process is memoryless a peer which is askedto open a new connection

by a remote peer has a remaining session time distributed with mean 1/µses. Therefore,

the rate of closing connections for a peer isNR ·µses.

On the other hand new peers will open a connection to peerp. The probability that peer

p is chosen by a new peer is given by (A.2) and can be estimated withE[P]. New peers

enter with the rate ofλ arr . Therefore, the rate of opening new connections isλ arr NR
E[P]−1.

Hence, the expectation value of the number of connections is

E[NC] =
λ arr ·NR

(E[P]−1)NR·µsesNR (A.8)

≈
λ arr ·NR

λ arr

µses·NR ·µses
NR (A.9)

= NR (A.10)

The results of the expected number of connections in the static and the dynamic network
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in (A.7) and (A.10), respectively, are different and deviate by a factor of 2. This has to be

taken into account for the simulations where fairness is studied for different values ofNR.
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Appendix B

List of Symbols

Variables:

C Capacity

cwnd Congestion window

L Number of leechers

N Number of users

NMI Number of connections at which a peer stops initiating new

ones

NMP Lower limit of connections at which a peer does not re-

request the tracker

NR Number of peers returned by tracker, size of a random sub-

set of peers

P Number of peers

S Number of seeds

SF File size

SC Chunk size

RTT Round-trip time

U Number of concurrent uploads

vr Willingness-to-pay for router

W Willingness-to-pay

x Rate of a connection

y Aggregated download rate

zl Aggregated input rate of linkl

zs Aggregated upload rate of servers
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λ Price offer

µ, ν Charged prices

m, n Slack variables

γ, κ Step sizes

ε, η Small positive constants

Functions:

L(·) Lagrange dual function

U (·) Utility function

V (·) Lyapunov function

Sets:

C Set of clients

L Set of links

N Set of users

N (p) Set of neighbours ofp

R Set of routes

P Set of peers

S Set of servers
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